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Our Invitation
Once each week we pay for this space
for the privalege only of inviting you

once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know
vm

at least

.fifty-tw-

times better than

o

The
if he had read of us but once.
likely
he
better he knows us the more
is to like us and our business methods.
Your account, large or small, is urgent,
ly solicited and respectfully

invited.

The First National Bank,
of Fort Sumner, N. M.

Kemp Lumber Co.
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Building Material,

Paints and
Builders Hardware
"Prices Right.'
Harry W. NAYLOR,

Local Manager.

EARICKSON & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
DEALERS IN

Dry Goods,

Boots and Shoes,

Gent's Furnishing Goods,
Hardware,

Furniture,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

Farming Impliments and Wagons,
We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
SUNNYSIDETINSHOP
TANKS, GUTTERING,

WELL CASING, RUES and STOVE PIPE

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Agent for the Celebrated

"ANN ARBOR"

4. A. NORTH1NGTON,

Gasoline

Prop.

Lights.

$1 A YEAR, CASH.

T

.

lake Sumner is being filled again
following the completion of the pumping plant. While the water was low a
net wire fence was built on the inside
of the dyke and the dyke widened by
The Fort Sumner Commercial Club
A
the addition of brush and gravel.
and after
A. B. Harrii told four choice lota In portion of the beach will be gravelled met Friday evening, the 20th
the careful consideration and adoption
Fort Sumner to R. DeGraf termed on for bathing purposes.
of a constitution went into an enthusiMonday.
astic discussion of Melon Day. Plans
The Barret School of Spanish wil
for Melon Day are described in another
The public schools of this place will open its first session on Monday evenpart of this issue of the Review.
open September 6th.
ing in the new Pecos Valley HoteL
The constitution of the club showed
Twelve students are enrolled and a evidence of hard work and thinking on
lively
being
is
the
in
interest
taken
Nicolas Madrid has the second story
the part of the committee. In one of
work.
of his store building about completed.
its features, that the first setof officers
and the
hold office for three-monthThe Pecos Valley Hotel is being cov- second for six months, it is unique.
Eighty Acres of patented land, ten
ered with a coat of cement and will The committee's explanation of this
miles south-eaof town for sale
soon be completed and ready for occu- deviation from the usual custom of
C. W. FOOR.
pancy. The house has been furnished electing all officers for a term of one
throughout by L. Solimán, the Melrose year, is that inasmuch as our communiD. A. Cope, living sixteen miles
furniture man.
ty is constantly and rapidly growing
north of town reports good prospects
and the greatest growth is looked for
in his neighborhood for maize, sorghum
The G. M. McKinney home at the during the next nine months, it is quite
beans, etc.
lower end of the townsite is rapidly the fair thing to make the term of
nearing completion and makes a very office short and give those who cast
Work on the public well on the Plaza
creditable, showing.
their lots here during the next few
is progressing under the circumstances.
, I,
months a voice in the government of
Arthur Taylor has the contract for
Mr. G. W. Temple has decided to
sinking the well.
MELON
cut his eighty acres, near G. W. Mc
Canne's place, just south of town, into
Just received a car load of wire at ten acre tracts, to be sold at $125,00
Blankenship & Co's.
per acre. Every large holding, under
the canal, that is cut into smaller tracts
At the last meeting af the Commer
Mrs. H. A. Wright, daughter of A. adds greatly to the possibilities of our cial Club the Melon Day proposition
v
was thoroughly discussed and all mem-OeJ. Wilmeth, of Locust Grove, came in town.
wre unanimously in favor of
Thursday to visit her father and broth
R. DeGrafteried was here the early pushing through to a rousing hnish.
ers.
part of the week looking after his farm
C. VanHecke was elected cnairman
Melon Day ana tne
W. E. Wilmeth living near Locust under the canal. While hire hebought of Committee on
Enwell organized.
Grove was the first "Dry Farmer" to several lots on Main street and Sumner movement is now
comment has been received
couraging
Avenue.'
market water melons and canteloupes.
from J. M. Connell, General Passenger
We have some suspicions that they
of the Santa Fe and advice of
Agent
A.
has
Manzanares
solved
the
Frank
were assisted by irrigation, be that as
rates is expected any day.
excursion
problem,
water
ever
valley's
if
there
it may, they are fine as the Review
train from Portales
excursion
An
by
was
one,
striking
water
excellent
force can testify.
600 peop'e
for domestic use at thirty seven feet. and Clovis should bring down
Northington has just completed and an equal number will undoubtedly
Blankenship
Co. have Eclipse wind J. A.
the eqipment by erecting a steel wind
milis and outfits.
mill over the well.
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LOCALETTES

COMMERCIAL CLUB
Holds Enthusiastic Meeting.

I

the club.
Ail committee chairmen arc selected
from among the members and Vave tie
privelege of selecting their assistants.
The constitution provides for certain,
standing committees and chairmen
were elected as follows:
on Membership, Cv W Foor
on Advertising, L. C. VanHecke,
on Rules, A. P. AcSya,
on Civic Improvement, G. C. Dean
on Entertainment, H. W. Naylor.
The elub is to be commended on the
elections of chairmen, each and every
one is amply capable of handling the
work assigned to him and handling in a
thoroughly efficient manner.
The public spirited men who are assuming this labor deserve the moral
and financial support of every business
man in town. In the absence of any
organized town government the club
is especially valuable here.

DAY

Looms Nearer And Bigger.

Postmaster

WATER

Review

W. H.

Parker was called

The Misses Mabel and Lora Lovelace
to his old howe at Duncan, Okla , on
account of the serious illness of his left Friday .for Albuquerque to take up
father, and leit Friday and will probab- their studies again after a months
vacation spent here. Their visit was
ly be gone several days.
pleasantly enjoyed by all with whom
they came In contact and they return
Rev, James Brown. Presbyterian
to seheol with the very best wishes of
Minister will preach at 'the School
the entire community.
House on Sunday at 11 o'clock a. m..
and 8 o'clock p. m. The public is '
Miss Arloa M ;Canne, who has been
specially invited to attend.
been slightly ill for several days, has
regained her usual good health.
D. W. Taylor, living twenty-tw- o
miles north of town, was here this
Mr. W. L. Spear, of Coon Rapid i,
week and reports a very destructive
grower of wide experience,
hail storm which fell on the 21st and Iowa, a fruit
inspected the valley this week in the
destroyed his crop of ninety acres, fif
throughout New Mex
teen acres for Mr. Clark and forty for course of a trip
Spear has visited practically
11. S. Guest.
Crops escaping this hail ico. Mr.
every irrigation district in the South
are in a fair condition.
west and his comments on the various
projects were both interesting and in
"It Gives AH The News." structive. In one place the sand filled
Subscribe to your home paper first ditches turned him away, and in anoth
er the alkali whs objectionable, while
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to in still a.iother the expense of pumping
prevented him from commenting favor
keep in touch with general news
ably, but here under the Fort Sumner
well as news of the whole southwest,
canal he found a self scouring ditch,
absolute freedom from alkali, a gravity
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Westbrook en
ditch, a perfect drainage and a climate
tertained at their residence in La Lande
His final comment
perfect
evening in honor of Miss a'most
Thursday
before he left for Kansas and Iowa to
Pearl Westbrook, who is visiting her
report to his waiting friends was,
Games and refreshments
brother.
'Here I have found a project that is as
were the order of the evening.
near perfect as anytning I have ever
The following Fort Sumner young
seen in my three trips of investigation
people were fortunate in being invited:
throughout the Southwest.
Misses Mabel and Lora Lovelace, Mr.
Harry W. Naylor and Dr. W. R.
Sheriff J. M. Casaus was in town the
Lovelace.
first of the week on official business.
Character and Eccentricity.
Mrs. D. Hoodenpyle has been in
Eccentricity has always abounded
when and where strength of character Texico for the past week looking after
has abounded; and the amount of ec- her farm.
centricity in a society has been proportional to the amount of genius,
U. S. Court Commissioner Frank N.
mental vigor and moral courage it Pape of Buchanan was transacting
contained.
That so few now dare to
the week.
be eccentric murks tie chief danger business here the fore pi rt of
f the time. John Stuart Mill.
Bring
LOST A black plmh cape.
Mr. Willard E. Holt, of Bellvre, ti tins office and receive reward,
Mich., spent two days in the valley
this week after spending several days
Remarkable Bat Cave.
in Santa Fe. Mr. Holt came to the
In a mountain near Montalban, Lusouthwest primarily to inspect the Fort zon, there Is a large cavern, with
Sumner country and went away thor- many branching chambers, and a cenoughly satisfied that this is the place tral dome 200 feet In belpht, perforfor his family and friends to make their ating the mountalntop, from wM.h,
future home. He filed on three gov- In December, 1S07, Mr. Hugh ofH. Smith
bats,
Issue a solid column
ernment lots for himself and a friend saw
which flew rapidly In a straight line,
and will return shortly to make his for 15 minutes, disappearing over a
home among us. Mr. Holt is a "live mountain range In the direction of
wire," full of wholesome enthusiasm, a Manila, without a single bat having
valuable man in the community where left the column. American engineers
he has resided and is welcomed as a stationed there told Mr. Smith that
wide awake booster for Fort Sumner. the flight of bats had occurred, at
Mr. Holt reports that during his trip practically the same time each day.
other sources
throughout New Mexico, which includ- during two years. From
It was learned that the phenomenon
ed a visit with Govenor Curry ar.d had been observed for at least 30
Delegate Andrews, he found everyone years. Youth's Companion.
boosting for Fort Sumner and prophe-cyin- g
great things for her future.

come from Melrose and intermediate
points. The dateset by the Committed
is October Fifth. There is just six
weeks in which to do ail the work and
the planning and in the meantime our
kind,New Mexican sun and the waters
of tjtfe Fort Sumner canal are growing
and ripening the big gneen fruit that
is to tickle 2,000 palates on the first
Tuesday in October.
Let everyone join in with a will and
lend their hearty support to tliose on.
whose shoulders has fallen the burden
of the work. Now is the time io sv. ell
Fort Sumner's reputation for melons
and hospitality.

The building over the Pumping plant
on the lake front is nearing completion
and will add materially to that portion
of the town. J. H, Akeis is in charge
of the construction work and has a
The fiatt
men at work.
Pines were strung .throughout the large force of
anthracite coal, that will be used
main townsite this week and the work car of
generating gas, arrived
f putting them under round has eom-f- or
was
of
corloadsoHii
pije
A
menee
necessary t take care of the work al-- enure enure
H C. Hu.it
ready planned and the service will be under the supervision. of
. P"extended as rtpidly as the needs of the ot uenver ano
wm
lommumty demand it The pipe wül "
W""T
oe put down about eighteen inches unr
rt and th' first big step toward
ground and the work can be carried grt
i aking Foi t Sumner auother Roswell
on much more economically than in the
bee.i ta&en.
eastern states where the danger of WW .ve
freezing mtst be combatted. The pneuSteins Are Burglar Alarms.
matic tank ordered from the Kewanee
In a New York rathskeller they
Water Supply Co., has not arrived but
to protect
the delay will not interfere with rapid have devised a novel way
The present the ornamental steins on the saelf
c mplction of the system.
along the side of the room.
t nk w 1 gravity pressure will De usea running
Each stands upon a burglar alarm conuntil the air pressure tank arrives. nection and when one
a
Mr. F. L. Holliday has the work in contact Is made, a drop falls on tne
position
of
charge.
annunciator Indicating the
the table and a bell rings. In a second
In
are
attendance
waiters
dozen
a
half
Bees and Sparrows Fight for Tree.
at that table and the stein goes back
A fight between a bait dozen Engon its peg. The proprietors have lost
lish sparrows and a swarm of bees for so many valuable pieces of
o
the possession of an old tree on the that they were constrained to adopt
lawn of the Ser rill house, Main street. this measure. Since the alarm system
was witnessed by a number of Inter-- , naf) gone ,nto eftect there have be,
ested spectators, says a Philadelphia many surprises, but no losses.
correspondent.
The colony of bees
jwarmed around the tree and discovMetal Has No Properties.
ering a hole about 40 feet from the
When 70 per cent, of cerium is alground flew In. The first of the army,
which filled the air like a miniature loyed with 30 per cent, ot iron the
cloud, had hardly entered the hole be- metal thus produced possesses the refore the sparrows came out ruffling markable property of giving oft a
their neck feathers and chattering shower of sparks when struck lightly
by a steel wheel. This subBtance has
with anger.
There were six sparrows living in been employed for making auto ignlt-ter- s
for gas burners, miners' acetylene,
the tree and for five minutes they put
up a gallant fight for the possession lamps and cigar lighters. Recently H
of their home, but the bees were too has been proposed to utilize it for
motor headlights, and even as a
much for them and after a time they
slowly drew oft, fighting to the last
substitute for electric ignition In ths
cylinders.

WATER SYSTEM
Pipes Being Laid And
Service Assured.

t CITY

p.t

"

Jhttmptite intg

Gin.

Drugs and Medicines,
Toilet Goods,

Perfumery,

Soaps, Brushes,
And Syringes.
Ice Cold Drinks and Choice Candies
Of All Kinds.
We SOllClt yOUr 0ur Stock I. Complete.

trade because

0ur Dru88 Are Pure.
We give yon what you ask for.

I

FORT SUMNER
FORT SUMNER

-

REVIEW
NI5W

MEXICO

About this time of year a little warm
leather may be expected.
Aviator Latham probably
could
cover the distance in two jumps.
However, we do not propose to get
into a war Just to discover bow the
aeroplane will act.

CONGRESS ENDS
BUSY SESSION

mmdrJlrU21iilIJNi

POLICY OF GOVERNMENT IN CON
TROL OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES ADOPTED,
TOLD YOU 80."
HET talk of the

WALSH MADE CHAIRMAN

a moat Ideal hour
Where lambs and Hons
friendly lie and serpents
lose their power.

We wonder it Mars is as much Interested in our flying machines as we

are in its canals?
One agricultural college

THE OLD

JUDGE GAVIN ADVOCATED GREA1
WESTERN HIGHWAY MEXICO TO CANADA.

But while the Bible proph-

Luxury on an ocean liner is now
Denver. The Transmississippi Com
found in a palm garden in which flow- mercial Congress finished its annual
ers bloom and butterflies appear to session In a llame of glory.
order.
fights on various questions
of deep Import were amicably adjustThose who are not rushing west- ed, and much good accomplished. Folward to save the wheat crop have lowing a resolution by former United
sublime confidence that others will States Senator T. M. Patterson on tho
save it.
subject
Forestry,"
of "Economic
Cnlcago has a silent population of which was adopted, Frank C. Goudy
the iollowing:
l.OOO.Oiiu in the cemeteries and a large introduced
"Resolved, That the Transmissisnumber of married men who also have
sippi Congress indorse
the general
nothing to say.
policy of the government
of the
While industry is protesting against United States in the control and conwar it might profitably study its own servation of the resources
of the
urge the
mortality tables and prepare to give nation,
various
and
a less bloody report next time.
with
the
states to
federal government in promoting in
".Marriages are not made in heaven," every legitimate way
the conservation
says a Seattle minister.
And there and perpetuation
of forests within
are earthly marriages
made which their respective borders."
turn out anything but heavenly.
In support of his resolution Senator
Now let the search for Capt. Kidd's Patterson delivered an address before
Congress. In part he said:
the
treasure be abandoned and all hands
"To this day," said Senator Pattermove over to the Yildiz Kiosk
son, "the boundaries
of the White
grounds.
River reserve remain as they were
Even with all its modern improve- twelve years ago when Gilford Pinch-o- t
ments war cannot prove that it is
signed this report. Such was Pinch-ot'- s
keeping up with the times, when its
report, and I firmly believe that
case is tried by a peace congress.
if the resolutions
by
recommended
Germany is much alarmed over its your committee shall be adopted all
financial situation.
That is the cor- further controversy between the East
rect answer to its tremendous army and the West and between the people
of the West as to the forest reserves
and navy expenditure.:.
will come to an end.
"Pending the decision we shall be
At a recent book sale an edition of
Poe's poems brought Í1.500.
How in perfect peace and harmony on this
wealthy the poets might be if they'd question.
We will all show that an
only all die!
equitable settlement will be attained
and we will wait with entire satisfacA scorching chauffeur got a fine of
tion for the verdict of our commis
$100 and a lecture
thrown in. He sioners."
could have bought a whole season of
Declaring that the first steamship
Chautauqua lectures for less money.
will run through the complete Panama
canal on January 1, 1915, H. H.
No one will deny that Korea
is
making real progress when the em- Kosseau, Culebra, Panama republic,
ployes of a street car line owned by member of the Isthmian Canal ComAmericans are indulging in a strike, mission, at the auditorim delivered an
exhaustive lecture upon the construcAmerican style.
tion, cost and magnitude of the big
"Persons of spirit cannot live In canal.
apartment houses," declares a New
For more than two hours, Rosseau
York minister.
Now we know what submitted data, figures and statistics
the poet meant by "When this soul which almost dumbfounded his audileaves its frail tenement"
tors by their magnitude and sweeping
import. He gave a graphic history of
They have neither time nor use for the canal from the time it was first
dead ones in Chicago. The driver of suggested in 1849, through the giganan automobile hearse was lately ar- tic French failure and scandal, to the
rested in that city for speeding with a present date.
body to the cemetery.
"Don't entertain any fear but that
One pleasant thing about an aero- the canal will be carried to a successplane Is that It does not sail about the ful completion within little more than
country Bpilllng sand down the necks five years. That is a certainty."
With Col. Fred W. Fleming of Kanof innocent bystanders, though It may
sas City presiding as chairman and L.
accidentally fall upon them.
J. Hart of San Antonio, Texas, as vice
There is retribution for nations In chairman, the members of the executhis world. NowthatSpain faces a finan- tive committee of the Transmissl- cial crisis through a drain by the war sippl congress convened at the Albany.
In Morocco, it must feel a pang that fhe session was opened with the sethe rich field of Cuba is no longer at lection of committeemen lor the en
suing year.
The following were
Its disposal to draw upon.
chosen:
A Massachusetts
woman left five
Congressional
Chaircommittee
titn 6 more to her canine pets than to man, Thomas F. Walsh, Denver; vice
her husband.
She must have been chairman, L. Bradford Prince, Santa
some connection of the cynical lady Fe, X. M.: Robert T. Hunter, Sioux
who announced that the more she saw City; A. A. McKnight, Rhyolite, Nov.;
of men, the better she liked dogs.
Iruman G. Palmer, Oxanard, Cal.;
John L. Powell, Wichita, Kans.; J. B.
Now they are talking of "the AmeriCase, Abilene, Kans.; Edward F. Har
can Peril" In Europe. There Is not a ris, Galveston, lex.; Judge C. J. Gamore peaceful or peaee-lóVlnflower vin, Denver, and Theodore B. Wilcox,
In the world than this country, and Its Portland, Ore.
program,
Special committee
on
possibility as a "peril" exists only in
will invite Theodore Roosevelt
the excited European Imagination in which
to address the next congress to be
whose minds the war scare is turning held at San Antonio, Texas, in No
Into a panic
vember, 1910 Chairman,
B. F. Yoa
kum, New York; vice chairman, Da
Nearly 400 blooded sheep from vid R. Francis,
St. Louis;
United
King Edward's stock farm have been States Senator Norris Brown, Nebras
purchased by a Wisconsin breeder, ka; John Barrett, Portland, Ore.
Advisory board Chairman,
and are now on the way west from
J. W.
Boston, where they were landed re- Cretch, Herrington, Kas.; vice chair
man,
John Henry Smith, Salt
cently.
Wisconsin
stock
raisers
have royal tastes, so far as fine Walker Hill, St. Louis; H. H. Haines,
N. C. Larimore. North Da
Galveston;
breeding
strains of
ire concerned,
Thomas Richardson,
Portland,
and some of the best cattle, sheep and kota;
Ore., and Daniel A. Lawlor, St. Paul.
hogs In the world are now to be found
The application of H. P. Wood oí
in that commonwealth.
Hawaii for the congress'
endorsement to a certl'ieate asking the State
"The reversing of .. judgment !T Department at Washington
for crean appellate court cn the ground of a dentials to be used In the far East was
mere technicality when substantial referred to the chairman of the execJustice has been administered Is an utive committee and secretary, with
outrage," says Justice Brewer of the power to act. The certificate will be
supreme court of the United States, granted to Wood, who will make an
the highest legal authority in the extensive Journey through the Orient
world. This is a confirmation of the seeking to establish better trade relafor Hawaii and all the Transpublic Ideal of law as the conservator tions
mississippi states.
and defender of Justice and of techThe date of the San Antonio meetnicality as the form by which Is pre- ing will be in November, 1910. The
served tka spirit
week will be selected later by the
president of the congress.
Now Carllsm, reviving, has added
Pinchot In Black Hills.
Its claims to those of the revolutionDeadwood, S. D. To investigate
ists, socialists and republicans to tear
policy
of permitting sheep to
Is
the
Spain.
But If the throne
unhappy
overturned, It will not be change of graze In the Black Hills National Forest reserve, Chief Forester Gifford
monarcns the people will want but
Pinchot has arrived
here.
Pinchot
change of government
and Supervisor Keller will hold mass
meetings on the reserve,
at which
A canoe which cannot be capsized
settlers who oppose the plan will be
has been purchased for use in saving given a hearing.
life on an upper river, where acciThe attorney-genera- l
of Oklahoma
dents frequently occur. There would
be a saving of life everywhere If the, has ruled that the occupation tax levied
canoe that cannot be capsized were by towns In Oklahoma does not apply to
companies of other states.
generally adopted.

They picture a Utopia
where every one Is kind
But will they suy: "I told
you so," when that good
time we find?
When the ideal social
state our good descendants reach
wondor, will 'I told you so" be strlck- en from their speech?

out west
is teaching the scientific way to milk
a cow and the polite way to drive a
mule.

esies are wonderful, I
know
I'd much prefer a state
where none would say:
"I told you so."

"Mankind

Is

upward

born
fly

to trouble,

the sparks.

N

mlllenl-u-

yea,

as

And on my record. I will own mistakes
have left their marks.
But failure's bitterness Is worse when
folks begin to crow.
And my ideal stale is when none say:
"I told you so."

Cooking on Sunday.
As the Irishman says: "Sunday
cookln' should be done on Saturday."
And this is true, for everybody's sake.
Sunday is the day for extra good
meals, to be sure, but in summer they
need not be heavy meals and they
should be of a nature which can be
prepared on Saturday as nearly as
possible.
The potatoes can be boiled the day
before, and creamed for dinner; even
vegetables are many kinds good If
warmed over.
For the leading meat dish, and for
the dessert, there are many satisfac
tory cold dishes. Hoiled salmon is excellent; prepare the day before and
serve with mayonnaise.

FLOWER-BED-

Take Charge of Every Enterprise
in Dexter, la.
Dictate Prices, Do All the Hiring and
Firing and Are Heads of Many
A
Different Corporations
Unique Departure.

.

OLD neglected
bed!

PAINT BEAUTY.

flower-

Des Moines, la. One man, W. J.
Pllkington of this city, has assumed
the huge project of taking full charge
alto!
Of those dear hands of of the business of a whole town.
tiers
Every enterprise in Dexter, la., la
That tended, faithful, lovunder his direction, is being run acingly,
The croeus.
and th. cording to his ideas and the systems
be has Installed, and be Is entirely
responsible for success or failure.
Now weeds and grass 8f
The task Mr. Pllkington has asgrowing where
Was ruBe
and lil
sumed Is perhaps without a parallel
yield.
In the business history of this country,
And her fair hands are
and Is an Idea so radical that if it sucgathering in
ceeds Its adoption Is certain In other
A fttr Elyslan field.
To me, this old neulviHed communities.
bed.
Mr. Pllkington starts out with the
Is filled with ghosts of flowerl dead.
idea that the application of city methods Is "' at Is needed to stimulate the
Aspic Jelly with Eggs.
is the
This is another good substitute foi business of a country town. He Jourmeat, and can be prepared on Satur editor of the Merchants' Trade
nal and his headquarteds are at Des
day.
Make an aspic jelly by using ai.) Moines.
For seven months he will be the
rich stock, well seasoned while be il power
back of the throne who will
Ing. To every two quarts of stock aJi
every business move that la
Add lemon juice dictate
a box of gelatine.
Dexter, and if at the end of
made
in
and pour half of the jelly while toft
not been
counting that time progress has
In a pan. Add some eggs
it will be an end of the exnoses as to number poached in toil shown
periment.
But if there is a big gain
ing water which Is rapidly stirred be
foie the egg are dropped In. This-wilpreserve the shape of the egg.
After the first layer of asplo is stiff,
add the eggs and then pour over them
the rest of the jelly which has been
kept warm and liquid.
The layers should be each an inch
thick with the eggs In the middle
Serve in squares with an egg in th(
center of each. On lettuce leaves
with a garnish of pickle this is a de
liclous and a filling dish.
What memories it stirs
Of huppy days of long

Scotch Woodcock Salad.
is a combination of vvalnu'
cup celery
Lotus."
meats (one cup), one-hal- f
"The
(cut
fine), and six large olives. Cu.
There is a society in Japan with
this flowery name. It is built on the all up with sharp knife, and add one-halteaspoonful of extract of beef;
lines of American sororities, but having for its especial object the ad- serve with the following dressing:
vancement of the home interests, and One large tablespoon butter, one of
the culinary art in particular. Much flour, one cup hot milk, a cup of
teaspoon
attention is paid to domestic science chopped cheese, one-hal- f
in the seminary at Tokyo where this parsley (chopped), and salt and paprika to taste. Mix the butter and
society originated.
flour to a paste, add hot milk, pap
W. J. Pllkington.
rika and parsley. Then the cheese,
To Preserve Green Corn.
Put the corn after husking into a beef extract and salt. Pour over the It will be up to the town to go ahead
kettle of boiling water. Remove and nuts, olives and celery, and serve on on the same lines.
cut the corn from the cob, spread in lettuce with a garnish of radish roIn Dexter, Mr. Pllkington Is represhallow pans and dry either in the settes.
sented by Guy Q. Pogue, and the two
sun or in a slow oven. Put away in
men
together control all the banks
Teaching Boys to Cook.
paper bags. Hefore using soak it over
business houses. They spend the
In most of the Norwegian schools and
night. Do not omit boiling the corn
money, formulate 'lolicies. superintend
about three minutes as this seta the tney are leaguing iu uuy uuw iu the buying, authorize retrenchment In
cook and prepare meals. They seem some
milk in the cob.
departments and expansion In
to think it is quite as necessary for
others, place the advertising, regulate
MY DYING VINE.
ini?m lo learn lue an us lur me gins,
employment
of help, fix salaries
the
and indeed, many an occasion might
and In general show what ought to be
PLUCKED a dying vine arise In a man's life when he would done to boost
the town.
from off the wall.
be glad of such a knowledge.
Mr. Pllkington has been In comIt came reluctant, and
I
said
"Wherefore"
mand for nearly two months, and the
ON THE LINE.
"This clinging to a life
early stages of the experiment Indihalf one wtth death?
cate possibility of big returns for the
Thou'lt live again in
CALLED out to a nelghboi
these green shoots be
Hanging clothes upon courageous act on the part of Dex-ter'low."
commercial leaders In being willthe line,
lovely, ing to accept a plan so unusual.
"The
weather's
"Alas," the vine replied
isn't
it?
In the five monthB yet to Intervene
"these are not I.
The sky is clear and
These other growths are
before the contract is finished, Mr.
line."
strangers.
I, myself
Pllkington
hopes to increase the sales
1
dying;
withering:
Í.
Her mouth was full of of the various enterprises so that the
An(1 what
It
boots
P
clothes pins, when
then
My neighbor answered profits will be doubled.
The spirit live that thing
me
Thirteen business men, representing
incorporal?
And said: "These clothes all the stores In the town, and two
All of the sentient Joy
are in my way
banks, agreed to place their business
of life and spring
Tile sky I cannot see."
Concentred in these leaves, my Ego 'is:
under the direct supervision of PllkThe proof I live, what matters, then to
of
ington and to abide by his decision
so
most
it
is
with
And
me.
and his judgment In business matters,
Is
The essence. If this glorious form
Our trouble; petty strife. They
are:
dust?"
And all the small anxieties
O. A. Blohm, groceries and meats.
A Word on Codfish.
They hide the Joys of life.
Crane ft Son, general merchants.
J. G. Stanley, druggist.
The early discoverer, Goswold, In
too close to sorrows.
F. H. Nolte. Jeweler and optician.
lf.02, declares in a letter written to a We stand
What though the Heavens shine?
J. W. Bryant, harness dealer.
friend back In Kngland: "Here in this We cannot see: all blinded by
J. M. Beslg. harness dealer.
Tile clothes upon the line.
new World our ships are
pestered
F. C. Downey, general merchandise.
S. Calllson, Jeweler and optician.
with Cod."
C. R. Hunter, furniture and funeral
Old Time Utensils.
And then, and since, the waters of
supplies.
now
we
as
porringer,
understand
A
New England teem with a wealth
A. G. Bryan, novelty and racket store.
greater than gold; greater than furs; it, Is a small, shallow basin. The old E. B. Pohle, druggist.
Dexter Savings bank.
cup,
a wealth ever ready for the poorest, English term signified a deep
State Bank of Dexter.
and with a cover. They
ever ready for use and sale codfish.
Owing to his inability to leave his
In the west, there Is a sort of preju were In many sizes and usually of
dice against codfish. It is rarely metal, pewter or silver. Children usu- business In Des Moines, Mr. Pllkingserved fresh, and we do not appreci- ally ate from them. Wordsworth, in ton has placed Guy Q. Pogue in
Immediately
ate the value of the salted cod. It lis "We Are Seven," says: "And oft charge of the stores.
can be cooked in a variety of ways, en, after sunset Sir, When it is light after taking charge the same business
In every
preferably shredded Into a cream and fair, I take my little porringer methods were introduced
store and an Invoice of stock and open
Use shredded cod, adding and eat my supper there."
sauce.
equal parts of diced (cooked) potaThe Warming Pan This sounds as book accounts were turned over to
toes. Mix this with any good brown If it were a kitchen utensil, but our Pogue with a statement of the red
ceipts, expenditures and profits for
sauce, add chopped parsley and serve. forefathers used It to warm the
beds of the poorly heated houses the same seven months last year.
Codfish Balls.
Sales slips were Introduced
s
Into
Roll into val or
and of a century ago.
The warming pan was of circular every house, and where they were not
mix with egg yolks and mashed potato. Dip in cracker-crumb- s
and fry in metal, about a foot In diameter and already in use they were furnished
Every business is
deep fat.
three or four inches deep. It had a free of charge.
The salted fish should always be long, wooden handle, and a perforat- conducted just as before, except that
Pllkington
Pogue
kept
and
was
cover.
copper
It
dictate the poled brass or
soaked in cold water.
hanging by the fireplace, and at bed- icies and the buying.
Besides authorizing the buying the
Cook with the Clock.
coals.
hot
Then
time filled with
Set the alarm-clock- ,
and don't wor thrust back and forth within the bed, superintendent places the advertising,
ry any more as to whether or not the rapidly, to prevent
scorching the writes the ads. and decides whether
it shall be circular, letter or newspabeans will burn, the cake will be unde- sheets.
r-done,
per publicity.
bread-peeor the roast baked too long.
a
was
l
A
Although the city government was
Set the alarm for the time when the shovel on which bread was placed;
cake should be done; this will remind it was then thrust on the coal. The not turned over to Mr. Pilkingtion. he
you to take it out of the oven. If you bread-pee- l
was to our pioneers a practically dictates what it shall do,
have beans on the stove, and fear symbol of domestic peace and plenty, as most of the councilm'en are meryou will forget to replenish the wa- and was always conspicuously placed chants and are heartily In favor of
the movement to boost Dexter and inter, set the alarm for a time near as an emblem of good-luck- .
crease the business of the town.
wh n you think they will require at
Since June 1 the streets have been
tention. Thus will you be saved the
Tomatoes for 8alad.
strain of having the cooking on your
To Insure cold potatoes for salad, kept clean and hi good condition, sevmind.
scald them some time before they eral public Improvements have been
are wanted, but do not peel. Put them started and people have awakened to
Two Clothes-Baron the ice and when needed they the need of civic pride. The experiThis is a good suggestion; one back
easily and still be thorough- ment is being watched by manufacpeel
will
may be used for the clothes which
turers, jobbers, merchants and travelly chilled.
In
order;
perfect
the other for
are
ing men throughout the United States,
those which need mending, buttons
and as a result Dexter Is securing an
on, etc. This will save unnecessary
abundance of free advertising.
sorting and handling.
This

Moon-Kisse-
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the next
Assured of durability,
thought In painting is beauty -- r the
complete aim being durable beauty,
or beautiful durability.
National Lead Company here again
of their
offer you the
paint experts this time in the line
of color schemes, artistic, harmonious
You have only to
and appropriate.
write National Lead Company, 1902
Trinity Building, New York City, for
Painting Outfit No.
"Houseowners'
49," and you will promptly receive
really
a complete guide to
what is
painting, Including a book of color
schemes for either exterior or interior
painting (as you may request), a
book of specifications, and also an Instrument for detecting adulteration
in paint materials. This outfit is sent
free, and, to say the least, la well
worth writing for.
SORRY,

j

"

I

BUT

"Would youse mind lendln' me er
dime, Willie?"
"Not at all, old chap. But its after
bankin' hours an' I ain't got me check
book handy!"

Important to Mother.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it

olfi

Signature
Id tlae For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Shows No Improvement.
"I don't see that her college education has improved her much."
"No?"
"No. She helps her mother with
the housework just as if she hadn't
Detroit Free Press.
been educated."
The Prospect.
"I am sorry that there Is a craze for
these aeroplane flights."
"Why so?"
"Because the lovers who want to
take them will be more in the clouds
than ever."
A New Fad.
Rural Auntie My dear, your mother tells me you are going to get married.
Miss de Fad Yes, auntie; it's all
the style now. New York Weekly.

Don't dope yourself for every little
pain. It only hurts your stomachy Such
-,
pain comes usually from local inflam- A little rubbing with Hamlins q
mation.
Wizard Oil will Btop it immediately.
Instead of making a fool of a man

a woman furnishes the opportunity
and lets him do the rest.
WHY TAKE ANY CHANCES
with sntue untried medicine diarrhea, cramps, dysentery, warn for 70 yours Painkiller (Perry París')
has been relieving millions oí cases.

Don't forget that a divorce suit
costs more than a wedding suit.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrap.
Foreblldrea teething, softens the guras, reduces b
allays psin, cures wind coUu. Sscabottls.
A man who is good only on the surface Is no good.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTER'S
CllTTLE

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia. In

digestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem-edfor Dizziness, Nau
sea. Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Mouth, Coat
ed Tongue, Pain In the
Side. TORPID LIVER.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

1ÍIVER

PI LLS.

SMALL

PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE,

Genuine

CARTERS

Must Bear

Signature

Sí IVER

OI

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

FREE!,

This beautiful watch and other
ttne premium a free to boys and
girls fur selling 25 pieces of
jewelry at 10 cents each. No
money,
send your name
and we will mail the Jewelry,
MEMPHIS C. G. CO.
,

)ut

AM

WuUttft

Ait-.-

HtaphU, Tms.

California Fruits

delivered at your horns at wholesale prices.
Selected dried and canned fruits, nuts and
raisins, parked in family assortments ready
for use. We sell consumers only. We save
you money. Write us for prices.

CALIFORNIA

FRUIT SUPPLY CO.
California

Marysvllle,

,
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REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.
v.I. K. UAKER, Kilitor and Manager.
J. V. Steakns, Publisher.

Subscription, $1 a Year, Cash.
Uut.es

for Atlvertisinir and Job Work

.on application.
Bills due on the first day of the month.
Address all letters to the "Review
Publishing Company.

Entered as second class mail matter
Sumner, New Mexico. (Post

at Fort

Office, Sunnyside, N. M.)
Devoted to the interests of Fort
Sumner, of Guadalupe County, and of
New Mexico.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 28

Reclaiming the Arid Land.

I

IrFiipifeu SjsiiHih Loes
Two Blocks Only -- - For Sixty Days

TERMS:

$25,00 Cash

- Lots 25 x 180 Feet

--

-

$50,00 Per

on
titil

I

Lot

Balance In Three Months

Two blocks, under the canal, just south of E. B. Terrell's residence, have been selected for immediate improvement. We will begin work shortly on two bungalows, plans of which may seen at D. J. McCanne's cottage,
and the lots are bound, in the very nature of things, to increase in value.
Go and look at the location the blocks are marked with signs. It is an ideal place to build a home, right
under the cottonwoods, all perfectly irrigated and both blocks corner on Sumner Park which will be improved
this Fall and forrested next Spring at no expense to lot holders. We will set out trees along every street your

The national irrigation cor
claims that through its activities
lot will be improved.
in the last 17 years 11 projects of
reclamation will be completed
this year and 17 others in 1911.
CO,
FORT
These projects will cost $70,000,
000 and will reclaim and make
D. J. McCanne's Cottage.
L. C. VanHECKE, Manager,
available for agricultural purposAlland.
1,910,000
acres
af
es
ready the sum of $30,633,000 has
The national
been expended.
CESS) GX59
6SE5
CSESETSSS eSCEESEB
government employs in this work
4,418 men.
The total force, inWashington, Aug. 11. It was think they own is not theirs at
Teachers thoughout the country
cluding the laborers in the em- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
learned here today from an auth- all but is claimed by Uncle Sam have been invited by the United
STATES,
UNITED
ployment of contractors, aggreSIXTH DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO oritative source that Paul A. F. or some one else who has filed States Forester to cosperate with
gates 16,383 persons.
Walter, a newspaper man of San- on it This is especially the case the Forest Service in an effort to
The statistican of the reclama- In the matter ofCo.,
Katz & Pardue
ta Fe, N. M., is to be appointed among the native people in San obtain more definte knowledge
irrition service reports that the
No. 39 ORDER.
Simon Katz and
census supervisor for New Mex- Miguel, Rio Arriba, Taos and of the characteristics of the most
gation projects already completed J. E. Pardue,
ico by I'resident Taft, on the northern Santa Fe counties and important forest trees of the
Bankrupts.
by the government of eight
carefully into United States. To do this it will
towns, the construction of 100 On this the 0th day of August, 1909, recommendation of E. D. Durand these should look
is found that be necessary to olatin a large
and
discharge director of census.
titles
it
their
if
petition
for
reading
on
the
the
miles of branch railroad and
according
to number of voluntser observers
filed
of Simon Katz and J. E. Pardue, in the
they
not
have
settlement of 14,000 persons in above numbered cause, it is, ordered bj
law, they should proceed to do so who will collect material 'en the
America,
in
orchard
oldest
The
while
little
which,
a
but
tin area
the Court that a hearing be had upor
Governor Curry and time of leafing, blossoming, and
if not in the world, is in the at once.
ego was a "desert."
the same on the 13th day of Sept, 1909.
of Delegate Andrews with some fruiting of the various kinds of
town
ancient
the
center
of
N.
Alamogordo,
court,
Defore
at
said
1907
service
reclamtion
the
In
difficulty secured an extension lo forest trees. In his letter invit
dug 18S1 miles of canals, some oí M., in said District at 10 o'clock in the Manzano, eigeteen miles southforenoon; and that notice thereof bt west of Estancia, Tori anee county next March for the time in which ing the cooperation of the teachers
which carry whole rivers. It ex- published
in the Fort Sumner Review,
Many of the trees this can de done but they wili Forester Pinchot says: "Knowcavated 13 and a half müVs oi i newspaper printed in said district, New Mexico.
six feet in circum- be unable to secure another ledge of this kind is greatly
tunnels and erected 282 large and that all known creditors and othei are more than
are still fruitful extension. It is a matter of needed and will be of value from
all
ference
but
thi
may
appear
at
structures, including dams. Il persons in interest
caute, n and vigorous, although neglected much importance to the small the standpoint both of education
strung 380 miles cf telephone said (imi and place and show
is known land holder and one that he must and cf practical forestry. For
any t.;ey have, why the prayer of thf
wires. It operates 23 miles oí said petitioners shou d not be granted. for generatioi.s Little
trie history of this orchard, not neglect.
educational purposes th? results
if
íailroad, 911 cars, 9 locomotives,
Ar.d t is further orde ed by the court
of
the
inhabitants
oldest
but
the
for each species,
obtair.el
84 gasoline engines and 70 steam tliat the court shall sena by mail to all
"What's that you call your averaged ar.d presented grapengines. It has constructed anc' cnown creditors copies of said petition valley of the Rio Grande remmber
childhood and mule?"
hically by means of colored charts
Í3 now operating
five electric and this order, addressed to them at the orchard from
their places as of residence as stated
say the trees have not changed
"I calls him Corporation," an- will be available to all who tre
light plants. Ex.
Witness the Hon. Alford W. Cooley, in appearance since then. Ven- swered the old colored man.
intereste.i in the subject, and
Judge of the said Court and the seal
"How did you come to give him particularly to schools. They
erable Mexicans and Pueblo Inthereof, this the utii day of August,
ST
dians tell of visiting the orchard such a name?"
will form virtual " tree calendars
1903.
as far back as they can remmber
"F'um studyin' de animal an' and will be valuable aids to
Alford V. Cooley,
signed
J udge.
and finding apples on the ground readin' de paperes. Dat muie nature study.
Chas. P. Downs,
signed
in all stages of decomposition at gits mo' blame an' abuse dan
"Children can be readily
tjR Hu ,Lb.
tri'r.iintW' tOILUIIHl ill uh
Clerk.
anything else in townsnip an interested in the actual work of
two feet deep. Ex.
least
TRkOE.MARXS, Cnvi'iitsiuiil ( oi ynulimi,
M.
Eckman, Deputy.
By Frida
isiereu.
eim Mveii'n, ..luiit-- ui ri.uiu. mr
FRSC REPORT oil imtcnlilbilliy. I'nU'iuprautgoes a head bavin, his own way, ob aining records.
RANK REFERENCES.
MUa In st minis tin i,ur two nivnlnafile
Send
Washington Star
We clip the following from an jes'desame."
This should form an attractive
hook.4 mi HOW TO OBTAIN
imrl SELL PAT
ows wilt pay. How Id net a
ENTS, n
paUuit law nuil ultier v.vlmiKe iutuiliiitltoQ.
Albuquerque, N. M. Aug. 26190Í article on nasir.g wheat, by
outdoor feature of the school work
New Mex:c H. W. Campbell, the great sciThe Twenty-nint- h
that should srve to develop the
Commercial Hotel
Fair and Resources Exposition. entific farmer, of Lincoln, Nef 'culty of accurate observaticn,
PATENT LAWYERS.
303 Seventh St., Washington. D. C.
Mrs. P. M. Jaramillo, Prop's.
and at the same time to promote
at Albuquerque, October 1116 braska.
"Here's one of my secrets: I ROOMS by tha DAY, WEEK, an interest in forisrry which
will have the merit of being new.
may lead to a ueitdr appreciation
or MONTH.
The management believes that sow only about 20 pounds of
N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
First Class Accomodations. of its aims and methods. It may
UNITKD STATES, FOR THE SIXTH the people have tired of the same wheat to the acre, while the exJUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
old things year after year and perts are sowing a bushel and a
aiso prove to be a profitable
NEW MEXICO,
half. When my wheat came out
Dr. W.H. Fitch and son William addition to botany courses for
has been hunting novelties.
in the Matter of, ) No. SO.
It has found them. One of it was the finest you ever saw of Rockford Illinois spent a few older students.
Co. ) PETITION FOR
Katz &
"A study of this kind will be
the most interesting is the not a ripple on it. I guessed it days this week looking after his
)
DISCHARGE.
Simon Katz and
th-63
bushels
about
to
great value to practical f ore stry
come
would
of
Dr.
Marathon,
which
the
irrigated
)
farm
Southwestern
E.
nankrupts.
Parduo,
J.
oi"
To ti n Hon. Alford W. Cooley, Judf e first Ions distance e d. ranee to the acre. It threshed out 67. recently purchased, they will go since the proper treatment
of the District Court of the Uniteu race to be run in this part of the
The experts' farm yielded about home by way of Santa Fe visit- forests depends partly upon a
ijlatcs for the Sixth District of New country.
Another brand new 15 bushel to the acre.
ing various points of interest in knowledge of these characterisMexico.
we
up
what
brought
That
will
the
The tics of trees. For example, the
be
New Mexico and Colorado.
here
attraction
Simon Katü and J. Ii Tenluc, in the
County of Guadalupe, and Territory of St robe I airship a real airship tha' farmers call the grain manifold Dr. has visited quite extensi time of year at which a tree leafs
I plant about a peen vely in the west fur sveral years out and blossoms is one of the
New Mi xico, in said District, respect- flies; one that has made fights problem.
fully represent that on the 7th day of before thousands of wondering and a quarter, and they plant a past and thinks this one of the indications as to whether or not
Nov., 1908, last past, they were du'y
in a given region
spectators in all parts of the bushel and a half. For every ideal irrigation districts of the it is frost-hard- y
Adjudged bankrupts under the Acts
4040
got
I
of time thi t a
lenght
I
sowed
grain
of
greatest
the
and
acre
west.
of Congress relating to liankruptcy; United States and the
they have duly surrendered all dirigible balloon ever invented. pounds back, or a manifold of
their property and rigbt.s of property,
The minease ship of the air 202. The other fellows planting
and have fully complied with all the make daily and nightly flights 80 pounds got omy a manifold
requirements of said acts and of the
city and the fair of about 11. Mine was nearly 20
their over the
orders of the court touching
times as profitable as theirs, you
Mexico
grounds.
bankruptcy.
in
thing
new
see."
brand
Another
Wherefore they pray that they may
"Then there's another thing
be decreed by the Court to have a fuli the line of sports is the game of
OF AGPCULTURE
discharge from all dehts provable Pushball. This will be the first you don't consider about the
MECHANIC ARTS
against their estate under said bankAm
problem.
I've!
grain
manifold
this game has ever been
ruptcy acts, except such dehts as are time
of
heads
200
high
got
as
as
for
or
southwest
Liberal and
the
played
"To
in
promote
excepted by law from such discharge.
em
tiJjn
I
Practical Education."
that matter in the whole west wheat from one grain. Count-- j
Dated this 30th day of July,
Imohbiu cr of eel)
HAOLEY HALL
A. D. 1909.
and it promises to be the most ing 40 grains to the head, that
Administration Building
Simon Katz,
exciting innovation in the history gives the seeding manifold of'
The corn-i- in Mechanical, ElcctricJ and GvU
J. E. Pardue,
Engineering are ol the highest grade. Requirements for entrance and graduation
at that seed."
carnival sports
Bankrupts. of the
are the same as those of the best technical schools. Graduates from these courses
Albuquerque.
Two entire
are always in demand at good salaries. Six instructors in engineering.
more
There are a thousand or
buildings (besides space in two others) are devoted to engineering, and another is
The biggest novei.y of the
The Wonderful Amazon.
needed to accommodate machinery and electrical apparatus recently purchased.
is President small holdine; claimants, who
Although not the largest or longest bunch, however,
Besides the College coon- - in Engineering there is an industrial Course in Practical Mechanics
river, the Amazon is the most wonder- Taf t, who visits Albuquerque for have lived on their property for
mtchanical drawing, care and
which. indudessame hich school work id a great deal of shou
ful fiver )n the world, with a mouth
operation of machinery, elc. TSis course is a good preparation for any of the mechanical induitnes.
years or have inherited it from
ISO miles in width, and with a force the f r.t time dirirg the fair.
It caa be entered by a boy who has niuihed the eighth grade.
of water that repels, or at least overA reception to President Tait their parents, who are under the
in Agriculture, Business, and Household
Complete collegiate and indtntrial courses are
lays, the ocean to a distance of more is Leing prepared
Eorawtnics. Also a General Sbenuac College course, a college preiiaratory course, and co irtes in
which will impression that it is not necessary
music
piano, wsice. band sad
studying
facilities
for
Good
Stenography.
Spanish
and
English
than fifty leagues. Yet, in spite of
for them to make small holding
Eleven
orchestra. Aecornroiidaisoas are coroiortubie and exposes low. Faculty of
the weight of the river, the tide makes smash all records for enthusiasbtnküns.
claim filings. They will discover
iis Influence felt for 500 miles from tic demonstrations in the
Address the President
Write for Catalogue
the coast. The easterly trade winds
some day to their sorrow that
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. N. MEX.
W. E. GARRISON
blow almost invariably upward, so as
this is not the case, and that the
to be ready to help the vessel against
land and property which they
(fee adverse currents,
ss
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tree is in leaf influences ti
growth it is able to make during
the season. Knowledge of the
lime when seeds of each specks
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great value to thoge who are
collecting seed, since seed cf-e- n
deteriorates or is eaten by
squirrels and birds if not gathered
and stored as soon as ripe.
"Another result 'of this study-wil- l
be a more intimate knowledge
of climate as manifested by plant
growth, for differences in climate
are shown by plant life as well
as by insi.runients, and a
preliminary idea can thus be
gained as to whether a given
region is suited to a valuable
tree which it is desired to inMany
such
troduce there.
examples could bo given, but
sufficient has been said to show
that the resalta of these observations will be a real help to
practical forestry, in addition to
and
interest
their general
Volunteers
educational value.
will later be supplied with
publications and charts containing
the information they help to
gather, eb a return for the
services rendered."
Sale -1- 20 acres of patented
land, within 5 miles of Fort
Sumner; living water; a choice
place for a dairy ranch; cheap
for cash.

Cor

C. W.

Kemerjy

Foor.

tor Burn.

For burns apply linseed oil ant
lime water. From experience 1 havt
learned tit keep a bottle of tbi remedy iu the kitchen with soft, clea
pieces of old muslin, rijjht where
.a i sot them without a moment's de
lay. Apply the oil Immediately, and
bandage so that not a panicle of air
can reach the burn, and if It Is Just a,
skin burn no blister will form. Evea
if it Is a deep burn this will give Imfrom
mediate and complete relief
pain; but of course a physician should
1
if
once
the
burn
be summoned at
severe. Exchanse.

i

The Canny Scot's Sense of Humor,
The reason a Scot does not laugk
at a Joke right away, says Dean Ramsay, is not as is the popular fiction
that he Is "slow in the uptake,"
but that the canny man will not commit himself, lie must think tt over
before he donates the exact amount
of laughter which the Joke deserves.
The Scot minister, who 1s Scotland'
common public speaker, is aware
cotiBcior.ly or instinctively
of this
trait, and 1.1s delivery of an anecdot
v.ith a point Is a thing of unique arc
Found $3 In Crow's Nsst.
Iifgh above tiie street, in a crow's
Dfst built In the nteeple of 8.
Agatha's Cathol'c church at Philadelphia, a $5 gold piece wps found recently by two steeplejacks.
The money
was tightly wedgod in the nst an!
latí evidently been there for soma
,
sime.
John Messier and Louis
the steeplejacks, are tearing
down the spire, and in the course of
their work they liave had to remove-ai- l
of the many nests found In the
crevices.
This particular nest was
brought to the ground, and he discovery of the gold piece was
by
a little girl who was tearching for
eggs in the nest. How the money got
there Is a mystery too deep for the
A crew will seldom car8teep.ejaeks.
ry aut'uliig to Its nest excel t food.
Bird Sanctuary In Town Common.
The growth of the garden city,
Letchworth, threatens to "drive bird
to more secluded spots. To prevent
this the directors propose to convert
Norton Common, in the t enter of th
town, into a bird sanctuary.' lere
weeds, grasses, berries and fruits of
vcrious kinds which are pleasing to
birds will be cultivated and part of
the common will be fenced in for nesr-11London flaily Mail.
New Profession in Life.
"Naturalist an.l trainer of ants, fleas,
tw etc.." was tho tb'scriptitm a una
giive of himself at the North London
(ling.) police court.
Said Uncle Silas:
feller can't he hired to stay
away from a girl he likes until h
marries her an' joins 'a club." los
Aníseles Kxrress.
"A

The temple oi lame stands upon the
grove, the flame that burns 'ipon its
altars Is kindled from the usbes of
dead meu ilazlitt.

Regans Free rom Snow,
Snow never falls cn atjou;
thirds of the earth's rfiice.

tto

First English Woolen Cloth.
W'ooli ti cloth was first made in

i
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Fit the collar to the horse not the
horse to the collar.

Recent Styles

Going to the fair this year? Can't
afford it? You can't afford to stay
away.
Uneven traces are more than apt to
cause sore shoulders. Be sure the collar fits.
Sore shoulders reduce the earning
capacity of the horse at least 25 to
50 per cent. You can't afford it.
Turnips or rutabagas may be sown
broadcast and make excellent fall
feed for the sheep and hogs.
The manure pile from its place back
of the barn never fertilized a field or
made a crop to grow. Get It on the
land. Put it to work.

4

n

Many an idea is picked up at the
state and county fairs which will put
A good road brings the town nearer, gold Into the pocket of the farmer
who uses it wisely and well.
and market day more frequent.
Experiment,

but do not speculate.

Lousy pigs will not thrive.
of the lice by dipping.

Get rid

The hard milker is the result of an
abnormal contraction of the sphincter
muscle regulating the flow of milk
Shade for the bogs, as well as other from the inner glands to the teat.
farm animals.
The scale should have a place on
The repair in season saves the un- every farm. Know what goes off the
seasonable delay caused by an
farm and be sure you keep tab on the
onto the
for breakdown.
weights of stuff brought
farm.
First sel act the proper place for a
thing and then see that It is put in
Dip for ticks. If your ewes are not
its proper place.
rid of the external parasites, you can
rest assured that the lambs will sufMore hawks and owls mean less fer, for they like tender skins to
Held mice and rats. Which do you work on.
prefer? Well, take the former.
A few years ago the silo was conWith hogs as with all other stock, sidered valuable only for the dairy
no single breed can rightly claim to farm, but it has been found by experiments that all stock thrives on
possess the only good qualities.
the succulent feed when fed in the
Every farm should be a miniature right proportions.
experiment Btation.
Every farmer
One farmer who has made a speshould be investigating
and testing
out some proposition which will im- cialty of pears has found that the
prove conditions on bis farm and Bartlett, Kieffer and Duchess responded to cultivation and seemed to be
make It remunerative.
hardy, i hey prove profitable for cold
It Is a good rule in fattening bogs storage keeping.
never to feed quite as much as they
in
Stock raising and specializing
want, or not enough so they will
rewaste any. They will take the next crops will not only give the farmer
all seasons
feed better and do better. At the munerative employment at
feeding
same time be sure to keep pens and but the rotation of crops and
live stock will keep up the fertility of
sleeping quarters well cleaned out.
the land.
Brood sows should have plenty of
The robin eats insects largely. The
exercise, that they may get strong litlitters of pigs, full of vitality. It is best farmer can afford to give him the of
to keep the same sows for several tle fruit he eats in consideration
years if they have proven good breed- the service he renders in eating bugs,
and so forth. Dr. Forbes has
ers and careful mothers; they will worms
investigated and found robins eating
raise more and better pigs than the cut worms extensively
in the spring.
young gilts.

Model for a gown of white chiffon clot'u. it nas an eccentric but atof heavy filet lace touched with gold and silver bullion
around the shoulders and on the skirt. The hat is a Gainsborough of white
lace trimmed with aigrettes of raspberry pink. The scarf is in the same color.
2. Gown of pale lavender batiste with long narrow skirt. Oblong panel
back and front made of net with vermicelli design of heavy floss over its surface. This is outlined with twisted soutache between two straight bands of
black velvet ribbon. Under arm pieces are of net with trimming of black
velvet ribbon. Shallow yoke and high stock of white net. Hat of black with
Henry VIII. crown of lavender velvet. Hat pins of amethysts set in filigree
silver.
3.
Hat of black chip trimmed with two large plumes and stiff pleated
bow of jade green.
4.
Frock of dull pink linen with embroidered lingerie collar and cults.
It is trimmed with Unen covered buttons and the sash is of black satin. Hat
of rough straw trimmed with large wired bow of black satin.
5.
Child s frock of white batiste with bertha of lace and rosette of pale
blue satin ribbon. Lingerie hat of eyelet embroidery with scarf and bow of
pale blue satin.
1.

tractive arrangement

IN

SOFT

Model

QUALITY

OF

LINEN

feeding isn't good for the
pocket book or the animals. Alfalfa
d
feed in the other direcis a
tion from corn, and should not be fed
exclusively any more than corn. Alfalfa cannot be balanced by feeding
bran, but can be balanced by feeding
corn or cornmeal. In roughage, timothy hay is a balancer to go along
foods are
with the alfalfa. One-side-d
good if they are properly combined
great
number
being
The
fed.
when
gf these foods make It imperatively
necessary that the feeder educate himself on the constituents of the different kinds of plants and grains that
are used in stock feeding.
One-side-

Linens are made in such delight
fully soft qualities this summer, that
they adapt themselves well to fine
tucks such as are made at the top of
this skirt. The number of colors suited to a summer dress are many, but

If the farmer wishes to be his own
repair man, and he can do so in most
cases if he is at all handy, he will find
that a vice and a set of taps and dies
will come in handy.

Get sizes
three-eighth-

and
bolts. These sizes will cover almost
everything common on a farm. You
can buy blank nuts and you can cut
the rods any length you want with an
ordinary cold chisel. You can put a
nut on each end of the bolt. This answers just as well as to have a head
on the end and a nut on the other. A
great many farmers try to keep bolts
of different sizes, but it is much better to buy the round rods and make
your bolts as you want them.
s

Winter radishes may be sown the
latter part of. August. If sown earlier
they lack the crlspness so desirable
to a vegetable of this kind and do not
keep well. If sown much later they
may not have time to mature before
No special treatment
cold weather.
The seed is sown like
is required.
other radishes and the cultivation is

But if the
not essentially different.
ground Is dry It should be well moisway
to
good
to make
do
is
A
tened.
a trench six or eight inches deep and
fill it with water, repeating as it
soaks away until the ground is sufficiently moist; then All with moist
earth and sow the seed In a row. Soil
so treated will remain moist for several days. The roots will endure a
light freeze without injury, but they
ought to be dug and stored before
winter sets In. They can be kept by
burying in pits like potatoes or turnips, or they may be packed in boxes
of sand and kept In a cool dark cellar.
If stored in leaves a little water
should be poured in the box occasionally so as to prevent the roots from
shriveling.
Unless they are plump
end brittle they are of little value.

I.

and have corn twice a day. Late In
the summer there should be ready for
them a pasture of rape, field peas or
soy beans, besides the corn. If their
teeth become sore, change to shelled
corn, soaked 24 hours In water, slightly salted.

There are two methods of maintainBy the puring soil phosphates.
chase of feeding stuffs containing
phosphates, and by the purchase of
phosphate fertilizers.
By buying bran
for feeding, phosphates may be largely
maintained on dairy farms. By the intelligent use of important phosphate
fertilizers also, such as ground steam
bone meal, raw rock phosphate, and
acid phosphate, the phosphates
of
most soils may be absolutely main-trainecost.
moderate
a
at
Cut received by animals should receive prompt attention. Wash the
wound out with warm water to remove
dirt and germs that might cause Infection. Disinfect the wound with a
solution of carbolic acid in ten to
twenty parts of water, and then bind
up or grease the wound to keep out
germs. An animal that is somewhat
wild may have to be tied for the first
two or three times, but most any animal will soon learn to know that you
are working for its good and will like
the treatment and become tame thereafter, especially where the wound must
be dressed daily for several weeks.
Anyone can raise ducks successfulThe brooding time is only half as
long as that for chickens, and the
ducklings do not need nearly as much
heat in the brooder. The proper food
for ducklings Is a bulky one. The
following mixture is good: One part
bran, two parts cornmeal, one part
beefmeal. This last must never be left
out, as it is essential to make ducklings thrive and grow big. To this
mixture is added about five per cent,
sand. Water must be available at all
times, but not deeper than the ducklings' bills, and not cold. It must also
be protected so the little fellows cannot get In it. During
the warm
weather provide plenty of shade. For
old ducks almost any shed will do if
dry. Always use plenty of bedding.
boards placed
For nests have ten-foone foot from the wall and left open
at both ends, so the ducks won't pile
up and break the eggs. Partly filled
with straw, in which the ducks will
bury the eggs. When more than one
flock is kept the birds should be
mated about January 1, Just as they
are planned to be kept; that is, no
changes should occur
after once
mated. If allowed to be together thus
for two or three weeks and then an
attempt Is made to unite the flocks,
It will be found that each will separate from the otAer as soon as not
On this account It is eviwatched.
dent that no changes should be made
after once mating up the flock.
ly.
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Verdict Blames Train Crew.
Colorado Springs. Following a ver
by
diet
the coroner's jury in the ease
of F. G. Frederic, one of the victims of
Saturday's Denver & Rio Grande
wreck at Husted, Assistant District
Attorney Purcell took steps yesterday
to prepare
afternoon
information
against members of the train crew cf
No. 8, held responsible for the accident by the jury.

That Would Make Up Well in Always Well to Have One for Genuine
Service, and Here Is a SplenAny Light Color, Preferably
did Model.
Pale Green.

Pigs should weigh from 60 to 80
In caring for the sheep remember
that the feed lot must be dry, with pounds when weaned at three months
age, and should then go on alfalfa,
of
plenty of clean, dry bedding; the animals must have plenty of clean, pure clover or other fresh green pasture,
water, and the feed troughs should be
kept clean. These should be arranged
so that the sheep cannot foul them
with their feet.. Another point is to
keep them from becoming excited or
frightened.
To this end it is better
that one person feed them all the
time.

FOR AN

Evading the Issue.
And there you
Mrs. Lushlngton
were, at 3 o'clock In the morning
No Fear of Any Further Trouble.
Indian.
hugging that cigar-stor- e
Surely, my dear
David Price, Corydon, la., says: "I
Mr. Lushlngton
iras in the last stage of kidney trouble you are not jealous? Judges Library.
lame, weak, run
down to a mere
The way the gardeners of California
skeleton. My back
was so bad I could are pitching into Luther Burbank, on
hardly walk and account of his wonderberry failure,
the kidney secre- would indicate that people who work
tions much disor- In glass houses are very fond of throwdered. A week after ing stones. Denver Republican.
I began using
Adjustable.
Doan's Kidney Pills
I could walk with
Aunt Anne, an old family darky, was
my sitting with knees crossed in the
out a cane, and as I continued
health gradually returned. I was so kitchen, when the young daughter of
grateful I made a public statement of the house entered and. Impressed with
my case, and now seven years have the hugeness of the old women's feet
passed, I am still perfectly well."
asked what size shoe she wore.
Sold by all dealers. 50c a box.
"Well, honey," replied Aunt Anne, "I
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
I generally wear
kin wear eights;
nineB; but dese yer I'se got on am
AT
HOME
good
Lawd knows dey
JOHNNY
twelves, an' de
WILL LEAVE
bu'ts me." Everybody's Magazine.
Next Time Mother Visits Grandfather
Youngster Is Not Likely to
The Best Alarm Clock,
Accompany Her.
you have
Husband Why don't
Bridget shut the kitchen door? One
"I think the mother of a
can smell the breakfast cooking all
boy should have a pension to make up over the house.
to her for the mental agony she sufWife
We leave It open on purpose.
fers," said Just such a mother. "I The smell Is all that gets the family
took Johnny to his paternal grandfa- up. Judje.
ther's last week, and believe be baa
cut us out of grandfather's will. Of
On'y a Biped.
course, we send him to Sunday school
Harry I have managed to put my
and we both attend church, but we
aunty.
do not ask a blessing at the table, nor boots on myself this morning,
Aunty Oh, you silly boy. You have
do we have family prayers. Grandfawrong
put
feet. Put them
them on the
ther does, and It happened that the
morning after we arrived Johnny was on the other feet directly.
Harry I haven't any other feet to
excused from the table and went out
In the yard to play. Grandfather led put then on, aunty.
the way into the sitting room and we
New Railroad's Opening Trip.
all knelt down in prayer. Imagine my
Denver. The Denver, Laramie &
horror to see Johnny's little face peer-lu- g
Comoany
Railroad
curiously through the blinds and Northwestern
bear him sing out: 'Hey, in there, Btarted their first trainload of people
what kind of a game is that you're over the road Wednesday, and 102 peoplaying? Ain't you the rotten bunch ple, consisting of guests of President
not to let me In on it.' I arose and Charlea S. Johnson and stockholders
softly whispered to him to run on and in the company, left the Moffat depot
play, and he sang out: 'You're It, and traveled over twenty miles of the
mamma, you're it; make a home run.' new road. All those who were on the
Now, what can you do with a small trip were much pleased, as well as
boy, anyway?
I can never explain surprised, with the conditions revealed
along the route, and, as one of the
matters to his grandfather."
passengers said, the road will be one
of the most picturesque In Coleado,
UNFORTUNATE SURVIVAL
when completed.
PROVED BY TIME.

for coolness id appearance, nothing
Is better than pale green, of which
this dress is made.
The front panel is in piece embroid
ery; it may either be laid over linen
or left transparent. The bodice is un- lined, and is cut off at waist and sewu
to a band to which also the skirt Is attached.
Tucks are made on the shoulders.
and a panel of embroidery Is carried
down front. The sleeves are composed
of bands of embroidery, and fine tucks.
Hat of white spotted muslin with
frill of muulin falling from the brim,
roses and leaves form the trimming.
Materials required for the dress:
yards 42 Inches wide, 1
6
yards
embroidery 18 inches wide.

Petticoat for Babies.
Tiny little sleeves with tiny little
arms, but the latter always slipping
out of the former, make the petticoat
a great nuisance to the mother, and
for thiB reason the princess, which
simply slips over the head and buttons at the shoulders, is preferred by
many. The only opening in the garment Is at the shoulders, where a little button and buttonhole are all that
Is needed to ljeep the narrow straps
together.
The new baby's petticoat
affords no elusive armhole for the
struggling arms, which are almost
bound to go the wrong way.
Veil Adjustment.
To arrange a veil easily and smooth
ly fold It in the middle and gather
for about an Inch and a half to each
side with a stout thread.
Gather
ends into small knots and sew secure
ly. Fasten ends at back of hat with
veil pin or pin on nape of neck with

a barette.

There is quite a return to the
fashion of having a black frock
for genuine service. Every woman,
even with an elaborate wardrobe,
knows there are some hours when
everything seems to be In need of
cleaning or mending.
For just such occasions she has a
e
smart
frock of black hang
ing In the closet.
It is made of fine
silk voile, for there has been found
no better fabric for this purpose. It
fits the figure, has an added belt of
patent leather run through slides of
watered silk, and Is fastened down
the back with hooks and eyes.
The skirt clears the groun by two
Inches and has a hem of black watered silk.
The sleeves are elbow
or three-quarte- r
length.
Each woman
is in a
race concerning sleeves, and knows she is In the
fashion as long as she keeps them
small.
The top of this frock is laid in
small folds from shoulder to belt, has
a round yoke of black chiffon cloth
covered with Bilk soutache braiding
in Egyptian design and a shallow upper yoke of that heavy Venetian lace
that wears so well.
This lace Is repeated in a narrow
armhole that runs halfway to the waist, and the black sleeves
have a wide band of it around the
middle.
With a black, purple of grass-greebat and patent leather shoes, any woman is smartly frocked.

Hank Hardapple had
fight with a grizzly
a
b'ar an' lived t' tell th' tale?
Yas, by gum,
Silas (disconsolately)
an' thet seems f be all he lived far!
Hiram

So ole

Never judge a man's liberality by
what he spends on himself.

d

People Becoming Interested.
Evidence of the popular interest in
crusade is given
the
in a statement made by the National
Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, to the effect that
during the year ending August 31,
nearly 3,000,000 people have attended
in various
exhibitions
tuberculosis
parts of the country.
Besides the
exhibithree traveling tuberculosis
tions of the national association, there
are 28 exhibits of this kind throughout the United States. Four years
ago there were only three such displays In the entire country.

Latest from Atchison.
This Is the latest story in Atchison:
visiting man was declaring
that the theory is all nonsense about
kissing being dangerous on account of
germs conveyed from one mouth to
"I've kissed hundreds of
another.
girls," he declared, "and I'm not dead
yet."
Promptly one of the listeners inin Pastel Colors,
Plain materials are much easier ol quired: "But what about the girls?"
Kansas City Journal.
construction than are those of striped,
barred and flowered material.
PerTHREE REASONS
haps it Is this that has made the delicate pastel-colorebatiste a favorite Each with Two Legs and Ten Fingers.
with the home dressmaker.
A Boston woman who Is a fond
The fact remains that many of the
more expensive sheer linen models In mother writes an nmnnin?
niHio
these delicate tones are copied by the about her experience feeding her boys.
Among otner things she says:
amateur in the less expensive ba"Three chubby,
boys,
tiste.
A favored method of finishing the Rob. Jack and Dick, need K i nnñ v
years
respectively,
are
three of our
batiste frock is the basting together
of Its various parts and the holding reasons ior using ana recpmending the
for these v.iumrsfpro
of them in place by a very close and food. Grape-Nuthave been fed on Grape-Nut- s
even feather-stitching- .
since in
fancy, and often between meals when
other children would have been given
Frills of Footing.
Plaited frillB of white tulle footing candy.
"I gave a package of Grane-Nut- s
tn
are much In evidence on pretty blouses
They are Intend- a neighbor whose 3 year old child was
of colored foulard.
a
weazened
thing,
little
ill
half
the
ed, it is true, to be worn with the separate skirt, but the colors should time. The little tot ate the Grape-Nut- s
and cream greedily and the mothmatch, thus making the dress at least
harmonious, if not a true example of er continued the good work, and It
was not long before a truly wonderful
the one piece frock.
The looting frill usually is edge'd change manifested itself in the child's
with a little strip of straight or bias face and body. The results were re
silk like the blouse, and its covered markable, even for Grape-Nut"Both husband and I use Rr.no.
buttons and small bow tie are of plain
foulard to match the general color Nuts every day and keep strong and
well and have three of the finest
scheme.
healthiest boys you can find in a day's
marcn.
Mercurial Lotion.
Many mothers Instead nf ripsttrnvini.
The application of mercurial lotion the children's
stomachs with candy
will sometimes remove Dlmnle arara and cake give
the youngsters a hand- It is very strong, and must be used iui oi urape-Nut- s
when they are begwith great care,
it is best to have ging for somethine
in the
a chemist do the mixing. The formu- sweets.
The result is soon shown in
la Is ten grains of corrosive nnhllmata greatly
increased health, strength and
in half a pint each of distilled and
mental activity.
rose water. A little is applied to the
"There's a Reason."
Nlcrht ami
nlHn Wtinz it drv nn.
Look in nksrs. for the fnmr.ua mtin
morning is sufficiently often, omitting book,
"The Road to Wellville."
alter a lew oays ana again using. It
r.ver rend the above letter f A new
is poisonous if taken Internally, and la one itpiieurN 'from lime to time. They
nre genuine, (rue, nud full of human
a strong bleach.
fjtleref.
A young

Many a man has won out by his Inability to realize that he was whipped.
Don't tell other people what they
should do. Do what you should do
yourself and let It go at that.
complexion
Many a hand-patntelooks like a tea store chromo.
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WATERING TROUGHS,
FLUMES
not waste water, guaranteed.
Write or call lor
formation.
George Freund A Co., U34 Waxee
Denver, Colorado.

BR.W.K.

in-

8t,

work"'

CAMERON'S
Will please you. Investíante, A good
set of teeth only 5, better set Í7.B0, beet
HO. 2Mc. sold crowns and biidue work
only fft. Gold and platina tlllinpB (1 up. Dental Parlors, Arapahoe Street, Opp. Postofflce, Denver

WholPHH a.

We pay the freight.

Best catalog In
Denver mailed free.

HARTÓf

The H0LC0MB4

AWNINGS,

TENTS

THE COLORADO TENT
AWNINO CO.
mc ittint-fl- t
uui. uuuus nuuse in ine wcsl
uenver, uoio. Koct. s.
: PROMPT
Gold and Silver. tlOfl! ilnlH Rtlvor
and Copper, 160. Gold and Silver refine
anu uougiu. write ior iree maaung sacies.
O O DUN ASSAY CO., 1531 Court Place, Dan-ve- r,

ASSAYS

RELIABLE
Gold, 76c;

Colo.

SPORTING GOODS

roa
ta

When
come call
Denver,
"Tfc
n ..- -

am oeai uum, Am- UCHU
munition, H&s"
Fishing Jfu
Tackle. Hunting Clothing:,
Base Ball and Ath)tlc Goods. Mall ordsrtf
solicited. The O. G. Pickett Sporting- Good
Co., opposite Fostoffloa. 1687 Arasahoe St.

WRITE FOR

PIANOS

INTRODUCTORY

flFFFR

TÍMAV

If you Intend to buy a Piano this fall
gat this offer now. Save $100 to Hit.
Liberal Payment Plan. THE KNIGHT-CAMPBEMUSIC GO. Denver, the
West's oldest and largest mualo housa.
Established 1874.

PAINT ÍÍ! Ml.:

There is Mountain & Plain Paint,
"ellmatleally corretit," and fully guaranteed, it la made by MoPhee A Mo- - .
Qlnnity Co., Denver, whose reputation J
stands behind these goods. Aak yovr T
dealer for further information or writ
to us for latest "Fashions in Painting." I
MfiPHEB
McGlWXITY CO, DENTttK.

B. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE

ND

Laboratory

Bsteblish&dinColorado.lSM. Samples bvmailo
express will receive promptandoarefaLattention
Gold & Silver Bullion ""n,d'
'
AMALgVmATIoVaND
CONCENTRATION,
100
CYANIDE TESTS
i!". for terms. lots.

"

ITSC-173-

8

Lawrence

St.,

'

Denver,

Cal.

Princeton

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

"caught from the network of
'
wire8 round about
the world.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
A RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

CONDEN8ED FOR BUSY

PEOPL2.
WESTERN NEWS.
At Olympia, Wash., on the 18th lust,
to
the house by a vote of sixty-seve- n
two ratified the proposed amendment
to the federal constitution, relative to
the income tax.
convention
At the Los Angeles
Kichmond, Va., was selected as the
place for holding the annual convention of the American Pharmaceutical
Association in 1910 and the time for
holding wag set for May 16 to 20.
Averell Harriman, son of Edward
H. Harriman, has started to learn the
railroad business from the ground up.
Young Harriman, who is 18 years of
age, is carrying the chain in a surveying gang on the Oregon Short Line
In Idaho.
The standard of the Grand Army of
the Republic, which was reported
missing at the close of the Salt Lake
encampment was found stored in a
back room of the Commercial oulld-inin which the executive committee
had its headquarters.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
road has adopted the practice of including Bibles in the supply of books
furnished in the library compartments
of its limited trains. So far as known
the Burlington and Pennslyvania are
the only roads following the custom.
An organization formed to Inculate a
new religion based upon astronomy
has filed articles of incorporation at
San Francisco,. The society Is known
as the Astrologers
of the United
States, and its purpose 1b to make
known to its members the Influence of
heavenly bodies upon earthly affairs.
Approximately 163,000 acres of
land, located in the vicinity
of Newcastle, Wyo., were designated
on the 16th Inst, by the secretary of
the interior for settlement under the
enlarged Carey act. This makes the
total of such designations to date in
Wyoming 11,910,800 acres.
Yuma, Ariz., on the 16th inst., was
visited by the most disastrous rainstorm and flood since the great flood
of 1891. For three hours water fell in
torrents, covering the streets in the
business sections to a depth of a foot.
Cellars and basements were flooded
and great damage was done. Adobe
houses crumbled like sugar.
Mayor Busse of Chicago, appointed
ten members of a commission to investigate the expenditure of the city's
revenue.
It is the desire of the city
officials to expend large sums in the
next few years In Improving the transportation facilities and in beautifying
the city. Under a law passed, by the
last Legislature the city is empowered
to increase its bonded debt by $16,
000,000.

Peter Brown, under arrest at
Okla., charged jointly with his
stepmother with the murder of his
father, L. P. Brown, last April, has, according to the sheriff, made a remarkable confession. According to ihe alPaw-husk-

leged confession young Brown killed
bis father with an axe and was assisted by his stepmother in throwing the
body Into a brush pile, where it was
burned. Brown is credited with saying his stepmother had promised to
marry him.
At the concluding session of the 23d
annual convention of the Association
of American Agriculture Colleges and
Experiment Stations at Portland, Ore,
the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year; W. M. Kerr, Oregon, president; vicepresidents, H. J.
Waters, Kansas; W. P. Brooks, Mass.
C. A. Lory, Colorado;
P. H. Uolfe,
Florida; L. Foster, New Mexico;
Hill,
Vermont
H.
J.
C.
A.
(Incumbent); bibliographer,
True, Washington, D. C.
GENERAL NEWS.

The heaviest snowfall in many years
occurred at Johannesburg, South Africa, on the 17th inst.
The National Encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic will be
held at Atlantic City, N. J., next year.
Mayor Ozaki of Tokio has offered
as' a present to President Taft 20,000
cherry trees, for the purpose of planting the new park on the banks of the
Potomac river, in Wasington, D. C.
William Jenney, a medical student
at the University of Kansas, and formerly of Leland Stanford University,
was drowned in the Kansas river at
His home
Lawrence while boating.
was In Sedalia, Kas.
By order of the secretary of
war, approved by the president, t even
cadets have been expelled from West
Point for hazing Cadet Roland Sutton
of Portland.
The entire force of the Westing-hous- e
Electric & Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburg has been
placed on full time. Several thousand
employes are affected.
Harry K. Tiaw was taken from the
Westchester county Jail pack to li's
old quarters in the Matteawan asylum
for the criminal insane, on the 18th
Inst.

university

Is given 9109
C. Cuyler,
the New York banker, who was killed
recently In an automobile accident in
France.
The London Dally Graphic asserts
that Orville Wright, the American
aeroplanist, has been engaged to make
demonstrations with his machine In
England two months hence under the
auspices of the British government.
According to advices
received at
Home from Tehteran, the recent attempt of the young shah to commit
suicide was really an attempt to assassinate the boy of his father, the deposed shah, who struck the boy with
a poniard.
Attorney General McCarn of Tennessee personally offers to pay $50 reward for the first proof brought to him
of a violation of the prohibition law
by a white man on or after August
14 and before the opening of the Criminal Court on the first Monday in September.
General Booth of the Salvation army
is suffering from septic poison of the
eye, a condition that has necessitated
the abandonment of his religious crusade in the provinces and his return
to London. He has also postponed his
proposed American and Canadian lour,
set for this fall.
Miss Kate M. Gordon of New Orleans, chairman of the Susan B. Anthony fund, wants to raise a million
dollars for the cause of woman suf
frage. Her plan is to get 100 women
to give $1,000 each and 1,000 women
to give $100 each to this memorial
fund to Miss Anthony. '
D. G. C. MacNelll, British consul in
Colima, is authority for the statement
that engineers of S. Pearson & Son,
Limited, have prepared plans for ex
tensive harbor improvements at Ma- zatian, Mexico, and that the English
urm will do the work. It is stated that
the plans contemplate expenditure of
about $30,000,000 Mexican currency.
George Cabot Lodge, son of Sena
tor Henry Cabot Lodge and private
secretary to his father, died suddenly
at Tuckerneck Island, Mass., from
heart failure, superinduced by an
Mr.
acute
attack of indigestion.
Lodge was 35 years old and a graduate of Harvard.
A widow and three
children survive him.
Twenty casks and nine cases containing specimens, trophies of the
hunt, collected by the Roosevelt expedition, in South Africa, were brought
to New York on the 18th inst., on the
steamer Provincia, from Marseilles,
The specimens, representing twenty
different kinds of animals, will be forwarded to the Smithsonian institute at
Washington.
The Memorandum signed at Mukden, Manchuria, August 19, by representatives of the Japanese and Chipractically closes
nese governments
Ac
controversy.
the Antung-Mukdecording to the terms of the understanding China agrees to afford Japan
every assistance in the reconstrucrailroad
tion of the Antung-Mukde- n
and withdraws all her objections.
A military automobile with Malconi
E. Parrott of the national guard of
New York at the wheel, left New York
for Sau Francisco on the 20th inst.
bearing dispatches for Major General
Weston commanding the department
of the West. The trip will cover 3,693
miles. On its success, it is said will
largely depend the establishment of a
regular automobile service for the
army.
James M. Smith, millionaire planter, former state senator and once candidate for governor of Georgiais accused of employing agents to kidnap
negroes, who are sent to his plantation In Oglethorpe county and there
held in peonage. The charges against
Colonel Smith developed at the trial
of Sim Rousse, a negro, who was accused of kidnaping. Witnesses swore
Rousse was one of Smith's pres gang
and he was held under heavy bonds.
000 by

the will of Cornelius

NEW MEXICO
TERRITORIAL
NEWS
Ceremony.
Fe dispatch of the 18th
members of
nst. says; Seventy-fiv- e
:he clergy and prelates participated
today in the investing of the Pallium
upon Archbishop Jean Baptiste Pita-val- ,
in the presence of a congregation
that crowded the Cathedral. A procession headed by Mayor Jose D. Sena,
the clergy andacolytes accompanied
the archbishop from the
where
palace to the Cathedral,
Bishop N. C. Matz, as representative
insignia
of the Pope, conferred the
upon Archbishop Pitaval and celebrated pontifical mass.
Two choirs of the clergy chanted the
Gregorian chant and also the mass,
riishop Granjon of Tucson preached a
sermon in English and Rev. George J.
Juillard of Gallup, in Spanish.
Vicar General Anthony Fourchegu
served as assistant priest, with the
following priests acting as deacons of
honor:
TheoThe Very Rev. Chrysostom
bald of Cincinnati, provincial of the
Franciscans; Rev. P. Phillips, chancellor of the Denver diocese, acting as
deacon of the mass, and Rev. A. Cázales of Park View, as
During the mass. Archbishop Pitaval waB assisted by Rev. Camilo Seux
of San Juan, and Rev. G. Splinters of
Bernalillo. Bishop Granjon was . assisted by Rev. A. Morin of Silver City,
and Rev. J. Grange of Mesilla. During
the ceremonies at the Cathedral the
business houses of Santa Fe were
closed. The city was decorated for the
occasion and crowded with visitors
from other towns. This afternoon a
banquet was served at the Sisters of
Loretto to the visiting prelates and
clergy, at which Governor Curry and
Mayor Sena were also represented.
Rev. G. J. Juillard was toastmaster.
Bishop Matz responded to the toast,
"HIb Holiness, Pope Plus X."; Rev.
John G. Splinters to "Our Archbishop,"
Governor Curry to "The Past and
Present of New Mexico"; Rev. F.
Personne, S. J., to "Our Clergy," and
Rev. Anselmo Weber to "Navajo
and Superstitions"; Rev. F.
Servant, to "An Honored Friend in
Purple"; Rev. F. Gillon to "Friendly
Links"; Rev. Florentyn Myer to "Our
Pueblo Indians"; Rev. J. B. Ralller to
Rev. Jules
Actum";
"Tempus
to "Our Visiting Guests." In
conclusion Archbishop Pitaval spoke
very fittingly and beautifully. Tonight
fully 2,000 people attended a public reception at the archbishop's palace,
which, with famous bjhop's garden,
was beautifully lllunSiiiátedv
A Santa

To Extend President's Time.
says;
dispatch
Albuquerque
Plans were started here Thursday at
a conference with officials of the
Santa Fe railroad to send a special
train from this city to the Grand
Canon so as to bring President Taft
to this city by noon of October 15th,
instead of in the evening as planned.
This will give the President twelve
hours in this city during the territorial
fair, and will allow time for the biggest demonstration ever attempted in
the Southwest. An official and urgent
invitation will be forwarded to the
President from Governor Curry, Delegate W. H. Andrews and territorial
and city organizations here, to arrange
to leave the Grand Canon several
hours earlier on this special train and
to be the guest of the people of New
Mexico for at least half a day here.
Plana for excursions of statehood
boosters from all parts of the territory are going forward, and there is
NEWS PROM WASHINGTON.
little doubt that the ovation accorded
Taft here will surpass in numbers and
Addressing the convention of first-clas- s
that given him anywhere
postmasters at. Toledo, Postmas- enthusiasm
in the Southwest.
ter General Frank H. Hitchcock made
of a policy of
public announcement
strict economy throughout the departTerritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
ment with which he requested the is in receipt of an inquiry from Chipostmasters to comply. The conven- cago, Illinois, for Thompson W.
tion pledged support to the policy of
aged 94 years, reported to be
economy.
working in silver mines in New MexWilliam Cramp & Sons of Philadel- ico and formerly a horsetrader. His
phia were the lowest bidders for conyoungest daughter, a widow living at
structing the battleships Wyoming and
Arkansas, bids for which were opened 108 North Elizabeth street, Chicago,
at the navy department on the 18lh desires to locate him.
inst. The vessels are to be of 26.000
The Roswell Daily Record says;
tons each, the largest ever undertaken "Regarding the improved road from
by the American naval establishment, Koswell to Carrizozo and Alamnrgor-do- ,
the increase of tonnage in this class
Governor Curry says: 'The road
of vessels being from 20,000, the size
will be built. Lincoln county is not
of the original Dreadnaughts, the Delin condition to do the work itself, but
aware and North Dakota.
the territory will help with convict
In a letter addressed to Secretary labor and tbus the improvement will
Nagle of the Department of Commerce be
secured.' "
and Labor, President Taft has served
secretary of the interior has
The
any
engaged
man
in the
notice that
taking of the thirteenth census who designated 631,680 acres in the vicinengages in politics in any way will ity of Portales, Taibon Yezo creek and
immediately be dismissed. Outside of in the Estancia valley, New Mexico,
casting their votes the President be- together with 60,320 acres in other
lieves that census supervisors and parts of the territory as coming withenumerators should keep clear of any- in the enlarged homestead act. This
thing that savors of politics, national, makes a total of 15,523,320 acrss so
designated In New Mexico.
state or local.
At Colon the first public playTerritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
isthon
the
grounds ever established
has designated E. C. Burke to íom-pil- e
the
be
are
about
mus of Panama
a classified corporation record for
opened. They are patterned after the the ofrice that will prove very valuplaygrounds of New York.
It is the first atable and useful.
Fifteen skeletons, lying together in tempt to classify all corporations acsuch a position as to indicate hasty cording to their nature.
burial and three English copper coins
Mounted Police man Apolonio A.
bearing the date of 1729, were found Sena recently arrested in San Miguel
with the skeletons during the excava- county, Cornelio Ulibarri,
charged
tion for the United States medical with being an all around bad man and
banks
of
hospital,
the
near
the
school
horse thief. He is the son of FrancisPatomac, bringing to light, it 's be- co Ulibarri serving a life sentence In
lieved, some Indian or piratical trag- the penitentiary for murder, having
edy of early American days.
been a member of the Silvtt guns.
An

Lordsburg-DurangRoad.
Albureached
has
Information
querque Irom a high railroad authority
that construction work on the proposed Southern Pacitic project from
Lordsburg, in Southern New Mexico,
to Durango, Colo., via Gallup and
Farmlngton, N. M., will begin in a few
weeks and will be well under way by
the first of October.
Big grading outfits will be started
north and south from Gallup and work
will be rushed with all possible dispatch, the intention being to complete
the line in a year.
This is the most important piece of
railroad construction to be started in
this territory since the Belen cutoff
was commenced by the Santa Fe. It
will afford access to vast
and timber lands in Northwestern New
Mexico and bring the fertile fruit belt
of the San Juan country into easy
communication with Albuquerque and
Central as well as Southern New Mexico.
The line will tap practically inexhaustible supplies of coal, this being
the chief reason for its construction
by the Harriman
interests. Surveys
for the road were completed eighteen
months ago, although there are several large parties of engineers now in
the field north of Gallup.

Should Exhibit at Chicago.
It has been proposed, says the Alb
querque Journal, tbat the exhibit!
gathered here for the annual New Mexico fair in October be taken en masse
to Chicago to the Land and Irrigation
exposition.
The plan is a good one.
It is worthy of moBt careful conjidera-tion- .
A fine display of the agricultural resources at the annual fair Is
absolutely essential. If this same
exhibit can be taken to
Chicago it will have served a double
purpose and w ill do more good for New
Mexico than it is possible to estimate.
The officers of the fair association
should keep this matter in mind in exploiting the agricultural features of
this year's fair. That every district
which makes a first class showing it
the fair will also be represented without further cost at the Land and Irrigation exposition, is a consideration to
be kept in mind by every section ot
New Mexico which has opportunities
for development to offer to people who
are looking for such opportunities.

Lesson of the Drouth.
Willard district has had as
severe a lesson from the drouth as
any other section of the Estancia valley, says the Willard correspondent of
the Albuquerque Journal. Willard, too,
has learned a lesson from it all. There
Is talk here now of an electric plant
to furnish cheap power for pumping.
The people realize also that must have
at least a small water supply to fall
back on. They realize also that dry
farming 1b not the kind of farming for
the poverty Btrlcken. ThiB drouth Is
going to teach some valuable lessons.
It is going to cause the really solid
people to learn bow to dry farm ind It
is going to weed out lots of the unsubstantial element whose places will be
Exposition Marathon Race.
taken by the people who know how
This race will be run at Albu- and who have the means to do things.
querque, Saturday afternoon, October
Rather severe surgery is this oper16, 1909. Entries open to the world. ating of the drouth, but it is going to
No entry fees. The prizes offered will work for the patient's good in the
long run.
be as follows;

First
Second
Third
Fourth

Fifth

$250.00
100.00
75.00
50.00
25.00

The race will take place on the half-mil- e
The
track at the Fair Grounds.
start and finish lines will be In front
of the grandstand. The distance will
be fifteen miles.
Any runner who impedes the progress of another will be disqualified.
The place of each runner Is determined by lot. Two or more rows may
be formed at the start. Each competitor must wear a number and his assistant must wear the same number.
Each runner is entitled to be followed, after the first lap, by a person
carrying refreshments or one commisThiB
sioned to render medical aid.
the
person may in no case precede
runner cr impede the progress of an
other competitor, and should he do so
he will thereby immediately disqualify
his own runner. Assistants are not allowed on the track when not in service or on the last lap of the race.
Each competitor must send to the
secretary of the fair with his entry a
medical certificate of his fitness to
take part in the race and must further
undergo a medical examination previous to the start by the medical staff
of the fair. A competitor must at once
retire from the race if ordered to do
so by the medical staff appointed by
the fair to patrol the course. No competitor, either at the start or during
the race, may take any drug. By so
doing the competitor will disqualify.
Entries for the Marathon close at
noon October lo, 1909.
ROi M'DONALD,

Escaped Lion Returns.
dispatch of the 18th
inst. says: This morning the big
mountain lion which escaped several
days ago from Buffalo Jones and disappeared suddenly, made Its appearance on the west side of town and
pulled down a dog and a burro in the
main street.
Alter eating the dog and part of the
burro, the big cat disappeared toward
the mountains, and Ranchm-.- n J. D.
Hand, with a pack of dogs, is now hot
on the trail of the beast.
The lion was lassoed originally by
Buffalo Jones, the animal trainer and
buffalo breeder, and escaped from a
big wooden cage in which Jones
planned to take it East.
Believing that New
the best opportunity
by the ranchman and
Washburn,
a .wheat

Mexico offers
for Investment
farmer, W. C.
millionaire of
South Dakota, is buying heavilv of
land and herds. He recently bought
ranch on the mesa near
a
Las Vegas for $20 an acre and purchased 3,0(10 sheep. Washburn, it is
said, intends to enler into the ranching and sheep business here on a big
scale.
Plans have set on foot in Las Vegas
for a monster excursion to be run to
Albuquerque on the day that President
Taft visits that city during the territorial fair. Similar excursions are being planned from Santa Fe, Raton and
other northern towns.
has been
Otriclal announcement
made of the appointment of H. E. Fell
as general inspector of trains and stations in New Mexico for the Santa Fe.
The position has just been created.
Fell has been chief clerk to Superintendent J. M. Kurn of the New Mexico
division. His new headquarters will
be at La Junta, Colo.

-

Wilbur

D

Nesbit.

j Sympathy

The

Territorial Fish Hatchery.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable, who has returned from San
Miguel county, looked over Trout
Springs on the Gallinas near Las Vegas, as to their availability for a territorial fish hatchery, says the Santa
He found condiKe New Mexican.
tions Ideal, except that there does not
seem to be sufficient land above the
high water mark to warrant the establishment of a very extensive
hatchery devoted to the propagation
of more than one kind of fish. Mr.
Gable secured the pledge of the Agua
Para Company to install fish runs at
each of its seven dams in the Gallinas. The game and fish warden
found a general disposition to comply
with the game and fish laws. Incidentally, he bad a most delightful
outing and declares the country round
about Las Vegas most beautiful and
promising.
He believes that with the
building of a large reservoir near the
Meadow City that the town will forge
right ahead in prosperity and population.

Ancient Veteran Dead.
says:
dispatch
Albuquerque
Alexander De Armond, aged eighty-threlies dead at the little town of
Cubero, west of here. He was a veteran of the Mexican War, the Civl!
War and the campaigns against the
marauding Navajos and Apaches In
western New Mexico, and was one of
the best known men In the western
part of the territory.
De Armond was born in Ohio and
joined the army at the age of eighteen.
engageHe served in all Important
ments in the war with Mexico, and
Superintendent.
of
Mexico with the
entered the City
victorious American army.
Running several blocks to a doctor's
He started for California with the
from
blood spurting
office with
forty-niner- s
in the day of the gold
wounds in his neck and shoulder,
Mexico,
George Thomas, a Mexican negro of fever, but stopped in New
business and got married,
Alamogordo, after being carved up in went into enlisting
in the New Mexa fight with another Mexican at Albu- afterward
ico volunteers during the Civil War,
querque, came near bleeding to death and serving with distinction. He took
He was a leading part in the long series of
before he secured assistance.
frightfully slashed, one knife thrust fights with the hostile Iniians In the
early days.
penetrating the lung.
A Las Vegas

TIHUE-

An

course we're sorry fer him, aence
we hear he's lost s, heap;
They say he's so worried he can hard
ly eat or sleeD.
He made his money honest, fur as
anybody knows.
An' never put on style ner got to

weartn' fancy
It never made no
ways: he wus
O' course it's reel
jlngs. it served

clo'es;
differ
polite.

with

his

unfort'nlt but, by
him right!

W'y, fifteen year this summer he wus
Door as you er me!
Th' butcher sold him liver, but he sold
It C. O. D.
An" then he struck It lucky though
o' course I don't deny
He hustled like a beaver, an' he never
would say die.
He couldn't count his money, Jest
from workln' day an" night.
They say he grins an' bears It but,
by Jlngs, It served nlm right)
He never bought no auto to go rldin'

through the street:

He didn't build a mansion kept his
old place lookln' neat.
when
he
W'y, it was aggravatin'
showed us every day
That havln' all his money didn't
change him any way,
Some of us 'lowed 'twas putttn' on!
Bat mebbe that was spite,
They say he's dropped a bagful an',
by Jlngs, It served him right!

I've knowed h'm sence a younker me
an' him is of an age.
He lied too much ambition, run on fur
too broad a gauge.

Seemed like he could see chances that
us others would pass by
sometime,
"He'll get his throw-dow- n

sure as shootln',"
Th' fellers say his chewln' wasn't ekel
to his bite,
An' course we're sorry fer him but,
by Jlngs, It served him right!
Somu seas It is a Judgment, sent to
stoD his sinful Dride:
Th' Lord will teach a lesson. If he
takes It from your hide!
Well, no, we ain't Jest told him that
we sympathize an all-- It's
best to let 'em reilze how
whv they've hed a fall.
Kf he'd be totiy busted It might give
him he'Dfu light.
We're mighty sorry for him but, by
jlngs, it served him right!

The Affair of the Chair.
Once there was a man who went to
i friend and borrowed a chair. It was
a nice chair, and the friend really lent
It, for he thought a good deal of the
man.
So the man took the chair home
with him and kept It a long while.
At last the friend sent word to him
that he wanted the chair back.
So the man said all right, that hi
would bring the chair back.
And a day or bo later he took the
chair back to his friend.
The friend looked at him with
puzzled air and said that he wanted
the chair back, whereas the man had
brought the chair back.
The man said he knew It, and sc
he had brought the chair back, as hli
friend could see.
But the friend said he didn't think
so much of people who could not understand a simple, everyday request
that he thought he had made It defl
nlte enough when he sent word to the
man to bring the chair back.
The man grew a trifle angry at thli
that If h
and said to his friend
wanted the chair back he should nav
said so.
Then the friend said If the matj
hi
couldn't bring the chair back
could take the chair back.
So the man took the chair baci
home with him.
But why should the friend wanl
simply the chair back and not the
chair back?
Or did he want the chair back In
stead of the chair back?
Next time the friend should leni
the man a stool, should he not?

Dry Farm Experiments.
J. Van Houten, of Raton, has offered to give free of rent for ten years
1C0 acres of good land near Raton for
experimental purposes with the
system. He has also offered
$50 a month for two years to the
farmer who takes the land provided
the citizens of Raton also give $50.
This plan, says the Albuquerque Joura
nal, if carried out, will provide
exworking
practical,
periment station. 11 suggests a way
district in
in which every
this territory may establish Its own
a stasuch
That
experiment station.
tion would have the full support and
of the agricultural college goes without saying. The college
experts themselves proposed the local
experiment farm to the
Unfortunately their
last legislature.
plan was defeated. It is the best form
of education which can be offered to
of New Mexico the
the
practical daily exposition of how to do
The Watchdogwood's Honest Bark.
it, when to do it, what crops to use.
forests In the spring.
It is to be hoped that men who can What wakes the
When they are In the sleep
afford to do so will follow the lead of That
winter throws on everything
Mr. Van Hounten In other districts.
So dreamless and so deep--?
former
Judge Parker appointed
Sheriff Jose R. Lucero to succeed W.
E. Martin, resigned, as clerk for the
Third Judicial district, with headquarters at Las Cruces.
Governor Curry was officially notified by Frank Carpenter, secretary to
President Taft, tt.it the President
October
would reach Albuquerque
15th at 6 o'clock, or just after dark,
and would leave at midnight for El
Paso, thus seeing only the stretch between Gallup and Albuquerque by

'Tie not, my child, the gentle breezt
Nor yet the Joyous lark
The sound that rouses all the trees
May be the dogwood's bark!

Easily Done.
"He made a fortune In six months,'
a satisfied
they tell us, Indicating
looking man across the street.
"Indeed?" we ask, enviously. "Hon
did he do It?"
"Organized a washing machine com
pany and watered the stock."

"Uon't go any .further, If you please.
my resignation at
once."
"Oh, better think twice of that, Mr.
Twining."
I went out and shut the door. But
half-wadown the hall I turned deliberately, hesitated only a moment,
and went back. What pride I had for
myslf and for Dan and Barbara was
gone. Matters must be amicably adjusted if possib.
"Ankony," I said, going In to him,
"for God's sake think of Miss Hemingray, If you won't think of the boy.
If she had accepted you last night,
you would not have followed this
course.
You wouldn't have consld- red It. You would have been full of
other rV'ns this morning. SiiTly we
-an't hold women to blame for not
-arirg for us
ve ask them to
It's not fair, Love isn't to be
;
you know that as wt ll as I
1o. Think better of this. i'"on't yon'
"or know what an honored place
.
heirs has always ben In the
You know what luck they've
tad ever since their father's death
"d how they've net II. Yon hnvt
leen a guest n (i,er r.0UBei a iyienc
)f them both.
You nv't have art
lired their courage, their sml'es, nnf
he Incomparable way in which they
ave bc'h pet themse'ves to make
''lugs come right. The boy has beer,
veak."
He stole the money" he b ote In.
"Yes, I know he did. I'm not exon
rating him; I'm not trying to. It was
i crime, and I recopnlze It, of course,
and your right to prosecute, If you an
ll.;t put yourself
so dtermincd.
place If you can. He is simpl
prodigal in his kindness.
There
people In town
who have
been buoyed up and brightened by
him than by any other man, old oi
young. Maybe he did take your money
to help do it. Hut as much as Ue ever
expected to do anything ho xpected
to pay it all back. He stinted himself;
it was only with others he was generous. And then his si3ter he wanted
to make things easy for her If he
could. He was ashamed to admit that
he couldn't keep it up. Foolish? 01
But you ad
course' It was foolish.
mire him a little for trying to carry
his end of the Hemingray string as 1;
had always been kept up, don't you?
You see what It has already cost him
Don't mafc? It cost him everything
he's got. Give him another chance.
He'll redeem himself. You 11 see. Trj
aim."
"You ask too much."
"Too much! I only ask what you've
done for fellows that wore rascals ant'
deep-dyeculprits.
Surely you can
give him the leniency you gave them
As for the bad influence, there won't
be any, as you must admit, since no
one knows of it, nor will know ot 1(

J shall send in
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wt to be giving hita encelleut service
Jot iiis money.
' Pub looked at me oddly. "Yuu don't
saiil.
iiiiilMrtiwI Tiici "
' "It seeias to me I understand per
ieetly, and I d like to thrasti Uim tor
i8 iiupudeiice."
He laughed, but the troubled look
quickly to his usually sun-ivmue bac-face.
says he proposed
W'instaulty
."Miss
1 said.
9 her
lie locked positively ghastly atti-a- t
,"0h, good Lord!" lie cried, "I hopea
ishe couid stave him o3!"
"
"She didn't accept him."
"No, no of course not. Hut I
4wli!h

"

"It seems to me." I cut In, "that
lie
.you'd be glad to have It over,
"was bound to offer himself sooner oi
It
doje
and
Jater, and now that he's
j,he has refused him, you all understand each other, and he won't be for
.
It
ever underfoot, as he has
'will be much less embarrassing
all
jounil."
He shook his head and, lighting a
igar, wulked on moodily beside me
"Ankony is the devil," he said nervously. ."You don't understand."
CHAPTER II,
The tiezt day Ackony sent for me.
J am the legal adviser of the Central

Savings Company.
He was looking particularly belli-fasti- .
It was at once evident to me
Jiat he had his foot on somebody's
leck and meant to keep It there. 1
thought of what Miss VVinstaniey had
e
men In the first
aid of
Surely, I told myself,
generation.
'there were but few of them who were
jiot b2lligerent
"Here s a pretty kettle of fish!"
Ankony declared.
I removed my gloves and found a
comfortable chair. I was In no haste,
as I am not greatly Interested In the
JfOttles of the acting president oí the
Central Savings Company, e.tcept ai
J am paid to become so. and Ankony's
iiood and the recollection of his ag
re8sivcness the nigat before made
a little more antagonistic, If possible, than usual.
"It's the last thing in the world anybody would have thought liitely to
Jiappen," he said. "Upon my soul,
don't see why It's so hard for a man
to keep himself square these days.
Tie has been going it a bit strong, perhaps, but I'm fond of him, and I'm not
naturally suspicious, and the thought
that he might be tempted never occurred to me."
"Would you mind going at It other
round?" I suggested, for I hate
ft4guess
at things.
jo
He flushed. He hates suggestions.
"If you want it flat, flat you'll get
it," he said, coarsely. "Hemingray's
een stealing from the company."
1
smoothed my gloves,
"No." said I quietly; "oh, no; not
Dan Hemingray."
Ankony was purple in a minute.
''You're mighty sure of that, are
ypuV he sneered.
' "I am," said I; "I know Dan Hemingray."
"You know Jim Austin, too, don't
you?"
" I winced inwardly. Austin Is an ex
pert accountant, infallible, and an
jioneat fellow besides,
' "What of that?" I demanded.
"Well he says Hemingray Is a
tjiief."
"I'm sorry he thinks so," I re

te

ptrked.

"You don't? You won't?"
"No, of course I won't."
."You mean that Austin's wrong?"
"He may be. No man Is Infallible
always."
"Jim Austin hasn't been found ma
Jtlng any mistakes that 1 know of."
"What does he say about it?" I
asked.
"That Hemingray has taken about
fhree thousand, and that he has beer,
taking It for more than six months
pf gflurse I understand that under tin
"

efiumstances
"'' lender no circumstances would
believe a thing like that until
Vac

1

Jieen proved to me."
"It won t take long to prove It. W'r
call Austin."
"Wait. If you are convinced, yoi
may convince me, if you can. I am
pot ready to talk with any one outside yet. Not even Austin."
He sneered oneuly.
A sneer froir
man like Ankony is not a nice thins
tj stand. I beat my gloves agains
uiy leg. I wanted to throw them In
jiis face. Hut It was not at Just the
ttf.ge In the proceedings when I could
afford to, so I held down my choler.
He dragged a chair to the table, and
I followed. He flung open the books
with an air of triumpb trat he had
f knew
not the decency to conceal,
fow he was smarting under Barbara's
Refusal.

for an hour we went over the accounts. Then we looked un and faced
tact) other; Jjm Austtn had made no

at

mutvtiki r.rTinosinir

"Social success Is costly, you see,"
"A poor man
Ankony commented.
can't afford to make himself quite so
nice to the halt and the sick and the
blind."
"Nor cán a rich man afford to make
hitnrelf so lnsoh at." said I. "You are
talking of a friend of mine, remem
bi r."
"A nice kind of a friend, I mus;

say!"
one."
"I've no patience with that sort o'
t.Mng, Twining," he declared, a llttli
more conciliating!)',
No, 1 dou't expect you to have
Neither do 1 expect you to undarstnc1
his t. mp'ation; 1 don't understand 1'
rryseir, for I wasn't born a rich man'i
s'n. iha!:k God to lave the silver
sOon sn itched suddenly out of mj
t out!.1 an-- a rorrjh pewter one pnsl:o
It's not a pleasan'
in In Its place!
experience that, and if we haven"
une through It we don't know anv
thing about It. It takes a strong mat
to meet tliat sort of thing and not
upset by it. Dan isn't strong, perhaps; he Is on'y open hearted aud bit
and g:nrrous and kind."
"And a thief," supplemented he.
"He was not an Intentional one. He
meant to put the money back, I am as
Siired of that."
"Oh, they all expert to do that."
"I dare say," I replied unargument
ative'y.
"That's no excuse," he protested.
"I ara not urgirg it as one."
"A man's a tool to take such
chances."
"Discretioit stands for morality with
you. then?" I remarked.
"No such thins!" he cHed. "There'r.
no use In getting excited or sore about
this thing, Twining."
I made a hasty calcu'atlon and of
fered him my proposition.
It was to
refund to him beiore the end of si;
weeks all that Hemingray had taken
with interest, Dnn to be turned ovei
to me, and nothing to be said of the
affair to any one.
"I suppose you call that restitution?" he Inquired.
"Something like It. yes."
"Well. I don't. We're tired of this
thing of being robbed behind our
backs by the men we truet. I dlt'.n't
send for you to consider ways and
means of getting tue money back and
letting Hemingray go scut free. I sent
for you as the company's attorney to
proceed at once with the necessary
steps leading to his arrest and incarceration."
"Ah," said I, "now we understand
each other."
He nodded.
"I would hardly have expected this
of you, Ankony."
"You admit the theft, don't you?"
"Do you admit the motive that
prompts you in the prosecution?"
"That's git nothing to do with it.
Rut naturally quite naturally,
I'm
sure it Is to our interest to stop this
business and make an example of the
thief. We've stood it too long already. This is the fifth time this has
happened to the company In twice
that many years. I tell you It won't
do to let It go on."
I looked at him and smiled. It may
not have been. a very pleasant smile;
I certainly didn't Intend It to be, and
he flushed beneath it.
"What do you mean?" he blustered.
"That what you are telling mj is all
nonsense," I retorted.
"Now that you've gone this far, per
haps you will go a little farther and
make yourself plain," be cried an
grily.
"Certainly.
You were refused last
night by Miss Hemingray."
"She told you that?"
"If you knew her better you would
not ask such a question. She to d me
nothing. You made your proposal so
public that the refusal was bound to
be more or less so, and you have yourself to thank for the fact that I, with
others, know of It. Now, to make her
suffer, you throw her brother Into
prison."
He got up hotly and took a step or
two toward me.
"Be careful what you say. You
know better than that."
"Your habit has not been to run
down offenders," I remarked.
"We've had to let several of them
go because of their relation to members ef the company. But there must
be a stop somewhere, and I am in
earnest when I say that it must be
here. I'm sorry for the boy and for
his sister, though I don't expect you
to believe it. But "
"No, don't," said I.
I took up my hat.
"Wait!
Where are you going?"
"Back to my office."
"What for?"
"Because our interview Is at ar
end."
"It's only begun. Ve must talk of
how we are to proceed."
I walked toward the door.
"Am I to understand you refuse t(
have anything to do with the prose
cution?" he cried.
"You certainly are, Ankony."
"1 must remind yu of your obligation to the company."
"There's an obligation before It," I
said, my hand on the knob.
"That sounds very fine," he sneered.
"Naturally, I can understand tl;at you
wish the Hemingray name kept clean,
.
sine-"' "'
"An unfortunate

TO CONSUMPTIVES,

HOTEL de CAMP.

Edward A. Witson'n Preparation of Hyphoiphi-te- t
and B lodge tti from th original formula in
the Sovaiitn Rtmedy for Consumption, Asthma. Catarrh, La Giippe, Coughs, Golds, and
all Throat and Lung Maüdíes.
Thousands of people any they have relieved by

it.

Those who have used it will hove no othfellow sufer, and reccommend it to
fers.
It has cured many after they were fifiven
up as incurable by their physiciona.
For full particulars, testimonials, etc., address
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
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015754

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of th- interior, U. S. Land Office
N. M.. June fcth. W9.
at
Notice U rieieL'V even that Walter C. Williams,
on April 2lt. 19CW, inudiif Ricardo, N. M .ho
tiomuHUiid Eniry is p. KSM. Serial m. 014754, for
nrth KftBt quarter. Section 2, Township 1 N,
;ange 2u fcast. Principal Meridian, has tiled notict
Final Cnmniutation I roof
f intevtion to
o establish claim to the land above described,
oefore W. M. Weddinfcton. U. S. Comr.. at
N. M on the tith day oi" September,
D. H. Williams.
Claimant names ue whiiesi-ei"C. Taylor, Williams I' ledger. John Powell.
Georp-All of Ricardo, N. M.
T. C. TII.LOTSON, Register.
July

Let the boy go,
Ankony."
"You plead wel!. I don't wonrir
you want the Hemingray escutcheon
kept ctean, and I'm Bony I can't accommodate you."
"You won't?"
"I cin't."
Will you?"
"Rubbish.
"1 will not, Mr. Twining. I must proceed with the prosecution."
I pulled myself
in hand with a
strong effort.
"If I did what I vnnt to do, I'd throttle you, Ankony," I said, and I wpnt
out and shut the door between him
and my rase, which was becoming ungovernable,
I snent the rept of the morning in
a determined effort to find something
to change the course of events and
save Dan. But all my determination
and eap,ernes went for rothiwg. There
was absolutely nothing I could lay
hands unon. Ankony was inexorab'e
and vindictive. And no help could
come outside of Ankony. There was
no further appeal to be made to him.
1
knew of nothing
with which to
threaten or frighten him. He was impregnable in his own past discretion
and I was in a frenzy of helplessness.
As I was leaving the oflice on a
further search, which. I admitted even
as I undertook it, promised nothing. I
ran fnce to face with Tiarbara in the
hallway.
A glance
at her showed
rre that she knew. She had smiled
through losses and bereavement and
nain, but shra was not smiling now.
The Hemingrays knew how to meet
vicissitude but not dishonor. Shame
had burned the brightness from her
eyes and seared dry that deeper well
hop
of cheer 1p h?" b"-- v
(To Be Continued.)
rvui ii.rroa in fiticourg.
It would take a book to tell why
twice as many women as men go to
church. One reason Is that women ara
twice as good, and another that they
aré more thfD twice as pretty. Bps-to- n
Herald.

WEEK.

$5.50 per
NEW

SUNNYSIDE.

MEX.

fUKl dUmNLK KttlAUKANl.
Mrs. M. PhiHon, Proprietress.

Board and Clean,

First-clas- s
Weli-fttrrishe-

Rooms

el

::

Prompt Service and Courteous Attention
Given To All Patrons.

014204

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Depnrtment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office at

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.

1909.
RoHweli. N. M..
Notice is hereby (riven taut Andrew C. Roberts,
jf Sehrocder, N. Méx.. who, on March 2nd. lfHW.
narie Homestead Kntry no. 14822, Serial mi.(142lW.
Section lo. Township 1 South, Rwntri
or
2, Eest, N HP Meridian, has filed notice of intension to make Final Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the land ubove descrlned. before
Frank N. Page, U. S. Court Comr., at Schrueder.
N. M.. on the 9th day of September, 19.19.

CURTIS

WOLFLEY,

Trior's.

The Best Line Of Fresh and Cured Meats
In Town.
"Out Of Town Orders Solicited."

Serial 012654
iHOiiCc FOR PUBLICATION.
Dapartment of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
atlioswell, N. M., July Z
Notice is hereby given that Frank H. Smith,
rf Buchanan, N. M., who, on July 18, 19. 7, madt
homestead Entry No. 12l!4, Serial No. dl2:54, foi
k
Section 8. Township Jn. Kamre 21 B, N M
Teridinn, has filed notice of intention to malt
inal Commutation Proof, to establish claim fc
no land above described, beiore rrank N. Page,
j. S. Court Commissioner, at his office in Schrue-ierM. Al.. on the 1st day of September, 1909'
Claimant nameH as witnesses: Tomas Chavez,
'nomas E W. Oocmbs. Powhatan R. Page ant
Villiam E. Baker; All of Duchanan, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson. Register.
July31-Sep-

&

"V

Claimant names as witnesses; Wrsiey Howard.
NelvinT. Crawford, James L. Navorre, Jamet
All of Schrueder, N. M.
W. Grizzle.
T. C. TiLXO'tsoN, Register.
4
July

livery Stable and Feed Yard.
HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,
HACK

t4

ALL TRAINS.

KEETS

V. K. HUNTER, Prop.

SUNNYSIDE,

N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICARON.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Oflio

,t Roaweil,

N.

,W9.

M.

Not ice is herebo given that Mclvin T. Crawford
,f Schroeder, N. M., who, Jany, 2nd. 190Í
nade Homestead Entry No. 13i;5, Serial nt
Jl,i6i 9. for
Section 4. Township 1 k, Rang
2 E, N M p Meridian,
has filed notice of intemio-make Final Commutation Prcof, to establisi
:laimtothe land above described, before
. Page, U. S. Court Comr.,
at Schrueder. N. M.
n the 9th day of September, 199.
Andrew C
Claimant names a w i treses;
Howard
toberts, George A. Kelly, Wesley
tames W. Grizzle, all of Schroeder, N. M.
T. C. Tili.utScn, Kegis'.er.

BIACESMST1NG
J.

aid

HORSE SHOEING
M. KUYKENDALL.

A

WAGONWORK

SPECIALTY.

Sunnyside.

New Mexico.

July!ll-Se- p4

CONTEST NOTICE.
Depprtment of the Interie r. United Slates Lrn
New Mexico, Juiy 2,'r, 19U9.
")ifice.
A Bufflcirntcomost aifidavit having Leen i'netl ii
.hisoiikeby AniPtus L. Anderson, comedian!
.gainst Homestead Entry No. Ui,i9a, mace lieeem
W
er 4. ÜH7, tor iNorthwest ouaftcr
.owasiiip i bou ih, han;?e23 Jctanc, h M i
n, by Paul N. B' ns n. Contestr-- t m hich it i.
.lleged that unid entrjumn has wholly .ibjindnnx
hkI lantt for moie thtm six months last past
ovo
niti' ed to trrt-r- , rtsponi.
nd otl'3r evidence touching said allegation at 1'
'clock a. m. on Sept. (j, 19o!). IxSuvetue Hediste
.nd Receiver at. th? United Statfts Land Otfice ii
tosvell. New Mexico,
The said constant having, in a proper affidavit
, set forth i;tcts winch show thai
Hied
ifter due diligence personal service of this notict
:an not be made, it is hereby ordeied and direclef
hat such notice be given by duo and propei
iublicattot.
T. C. Tillotson. Register.
Harold Hubu, Receiver.
11
Aug
Serial no.

C.

Cat! On Or Write To Us.
We have the field notes of Township 1, S. 25 Ecst.
Township 2 North, 26 East.

SUNNYSIDE,

15.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Best Of Everything In Our Line.

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,

19(19.

Serial no. 05960
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not Coal Land)
(Department of the Interior)
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Aug. 13, IWrti '
Notice is hereby given that Henry M. Hanson,
of Ricardo, N. M.. who, on March 11, 1908, made
Homestead Entry (d59.0) no. 13551, for South-eas- t
Section 7. Township 2 N, Range 24 E. N M
p Meridian, has filed notice of intnLion to make
Final Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
U.
the land above described, before W. H. Pari-.crS. Comr., at Sunnyside. N. M.. oh Oct. 18. 1909.
Chas Watney,
Claimant namesaswitnesnea:
H.
Thomas
Kenudy,
Jones:
J. M. Gorman, Joe
all of Ricardo, N. M.
Manuel R. Otero, Register.
First aug 14 last sep 13
Serial

No.

071 4fi

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of the Interior.

GOODS,

Boots and Shoes.
MOISE BROS. CO.

afe.
The lands lying; adjacent to Fort Sumner have not been
act, because of GOOD SOIL, BETTER
designated in the
LOCATION and BEST CHANCE of IRRAGATI0N.
320-ac-

re

These are WELBORN'S reasons.

See him

Campbell's Scientific Farmer
$1,00 per year.
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine.
Devoted to Scientific Soil Tillage the only exponent of
successful soil culture regardless of rainfall or irrigation.

Campbell's 1905 Soil Culture Manual

Land Office at Hoswell, N. M., May20 , 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Juan Mares
of Sunnyside, N. M., who, en May 7, 19IM,
made Homestead Entry &X93, Serial No. 07148, for
Section 25. Township 4 N., liante 25 E,
filed
has
notice
N. M.
I. Meridian.
of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before
at Sunnyside, A
W. H. Parker, U. S. Commissioner,
N. M on the 18th day of September.lftiS.
Claimant names as witnesses; Rafael Méndez,
Celedón IruÜllo, Agapito Garcia, Felix Burela;
All of Sunnyside, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson, Register,
firflt aug 14 last sep 18
U. S.

FURNISHING

GENTS

02411

(Not Coal I and)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land OfTict
at Santa Fe, N. M... Aug. t), 19t)9.
Notice is hereby given that Ada R. Marshall, of
Saiado. N. M., who, on Nov. 9th. 19ii8, made HomeSection Í1
stead Entry No. 02411. for E
Township 5 N, Range 23 E, N M P Mt ridú"-.- , has
lilod notice of intention to make Final Commutation Proof to establish claim to the land above
'Jeacribed, before W. H. Parker, U. S. Comr., at
Sunnyside. N. M on the llth day Oct. 19fi9j
Sophronfa
(Claimant names as witnesses:
Gerhard t, Katherine Valdez, Mary Hunter,
Ellen Gerhardt; all of Sunnyside. N. M.
Register.
Manukl K. Otkro,
First Aug 14 lant Sep 18

NEW MEXICO.

SANTA ROSA and EUCHANAN.

Chas. Watney.
Claimant name-- as witnesses:
;
Charles E. Tunner, Walter Weddington,
all of Ricardo, N. M.
Manual R. OtERO, Register,
18
first Aug
Serial no.

Ais.

MOSSE BROS. CO.

Not coal land.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land OrTicf
N. M., August 11. lft.9.
it Sai.ta Fe,neieby
given that Thomas T. Jones,
NoLice is
on Feby. 25, 1908, mud.
:f Ricardo, N. M who, 1Ü298,
section 4.
for
HomcB Cud Entry, no.
Township 2N, Kane 24 E, N M Principal Neridian
nas filed notice of intention to make Final Commutation Proof, to tstablish claim to the lann
ibove described, before W. M. Weddington, U. S.
N. M. on Oct.

LAND

AGENTS,
asd SURVEYORS.

05761

at Ricardo,

I

W.-FOO-

ilEAL ESTATE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Commr.,

if you do aa I ask.

BOAD,

thr

tby

"For God's Sake Think of Miss

BOARD and ROOM,

$4.50 per WEEK;
D. HOODENPVLE, Proprietor.
DAY

Ll0Í

mm

MEALS, 25 Cents.

ROOMS, 25 and 50 Cents.

A Hand Book and Treatise on the Campbell
Soil Culture. Tells how. Illustated

System of
50 cents

The Fort Sumner Review

"s

ivrore ot tne same.
there anything In Houston more

glorious than one of those
query
and dimpled widows?
is a
which couies from Lake Charlea. Yes,
of
Two
them
are
str.
twice as glorious. Houston Post.

$1,00
Weekly, one year
combination of all three publications as above for only $ 1 ,6Q

THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30, 1S09.
By special arrangements with the Campbell Soil Co. of
Lincoln, Nebr., we are enabled to make the above liberal
offer, which holds good only until Septemder 1, 1909.

Every farmer in this section ought to be interested in this
proposition. The Campbell System is an insurance of good
crops year after year; the result of 25 years of careful, pains-- ,
Not;
taking observation and experiment by Prof. Campbell.
a theory, but a proven fact. You ought at least to investigate
it for your self.

USE

FOR

OLD

HORSE

CAR.

Two Dozen Form Summer Cam;
Home In Pretty Valley for Working Girls of New York.

WORTH
MOUNTAINS

New York. As of pennies and pins.
;he final disposition of old street can
About two dozen Ave
Is a mystery.
nue A cars silently stole away iroiu
New York a couple of years ago. Up
the Hudson valley they journeyed on
fiat cars until they landed at
a little hamlet in Orange
county, noted especially for Its sum
Change of Life,
ILLUSWATOrfJWMYWALTW
mer boarders. After a still overland During
corraicr not r a.c.akcíimc .co.
trip of a mile or more they came to
Chas. Barclay
Mrs.
rest on the banks of a little stream
valley.
off for India, when we that hurries
was passim?
through
to
the
start
us
for
Graniteville,
Vt
CHAPTER I.
through theChangeof Iifeandsufferea
might have sailed straight to England
from nervousness
And my
Oh, it is horrible! horrible!
Wave-Tosse- d
and Castaway.
andother annoying
maid, and all It cannot be possible!
symptoms, and I
v
"Pray, do not excite yourself my
I
can truly say that
dear Miss Genevieve. Their troubles
LydiaE.Pinkham'
are all over. Er Gawd has taken
Vegetable Compound has proved
you
know."
Him,
to
them
rI
worth mountains
HE beginning was at Cape
But the pity of it! To be drowned
of gold to me, as it
I Town,
when Blake and
so far from home!"
restored my health
the
sA WinthroDe boarded
Ah, If that's all you're worrying
and strength. I
steamer as fellow passengers with
about! I must say I'd like to know
never forget to tell
Lady Bayrose and her party.
my friends what
how we'll get a snack for breakfast
This was a week after Wlnthrope
LvdiaE.Pinkham's
groom."
I'm hungry as a er
Dinner In the Horse Car.
has done for ma
Cnmnounu
VefTctnlile
had arrived on the tramp steamer
of
you
'Eating!
How can
think
exin
trying period. Complete
from India, and her ladyship, had
eating. Mr. Winthrone and all the Lined up side by side, like tentsnow during this to
means so much
health
restoration
was
encampment,
cars
It
the
plained to Miss Leslie that
others drowned? This sun is becom a soldiers'
that for the sake of other suffer,
form a camp which is maintained by to me
as well for her not to be too hasty In
dreadfully hot. It is unbearable!
to make my
ing
willing
women
am
ing
I
Culture society of New
accepting his attentions. To be sure,
public so you may publish
Can you not put up some kind of an the Ethical
for Its trouble
retreat
summer
a
as
York
he was an Englishman, his dress and
letter." Mrs. Chas. Babclay,
awning?"
From May this
working girl members.
manners were irreproachable, and he
K.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
I must say, I was never
now,
"Well,
privileged
are
girls
to October these
Kn nther medicine for woman's ill
was In the prime of ripened youth.
much of a hand at such things, and to enloy all the advantages of the has received such wide-spre- ad
and unTet Lady Bayrose was too conscienreally I can't Imagine what one could camp
No other meU
endorsement.
qualified
a
week.
3.50
fully
satisfied
for
chaperon
be
to
tious a
up. There might have been a bit
rig
a icuiw
The matron In charge attends to icine we Know ih uuaasouuu
with her countryman's bare assertion
ñas .yais,
of sail in the boat, but one can't see the cooking and superintends
the of cares of female ills ( OmDOUDQ.
that he was engaged on a diplomatic
FHnlrham'a
I fancy it was smashed
sign
of
it.
a
girls
A
few
daily life of the girls.
mission requiring reticence regarding
For more than 80 years it has been
Miss Leslie ventured a glance at working their way through school and
such as
hib identity. She did not see why this
Though still lying as he had desiring work for the summer are fiirincr female eomnlaintslocal
Blake.
weak-flhrn- id
confiding
inflammation, ulceration,
should prevent him from
sprawled in his drunkenness, there was chosen to help the matron attend to
tumors,
irretrularities.
In her.
power in
suggestion
comforting
of
a
The most substantial periodic pains, backache, lnaigesiion
the cleaning.
Notwithstanding this, Wlnthrope
his broad shoulders and square jaw.
cars stand in a row by themselves and nervous prostration, ana 11 u
came aboard ship virtually as a mem
condition?"
still
in
that
he
"Is
and form the sleeping apartments, unequaiiea lor ary'"B
ber of her ladyship's party. He was
"Must have slept it off by this time, Two cots to a room is the average.
"
"A
o quick, so thoughtful of her comfort,
anand there's no more In the flask,"
"V.M. 7íXruZ,U and.
but if a third is desired It is added,
and paid so much more attention to
Reaching
over
Winthrope.
swered
although this makes the place pretty
Mrg Barciaysay8,it is "worth moun.
her than to Miss Leslie, that her ladyagainst
with his foot, he pushed
shin had decided to tolerate him, even
back.
Blake's
wueem
The cars are Qivesiea oi
before Blake became a factor in the
grunted
the and rest on a firm foundation.
right,"
All
Both
"Huh!
YV
.
situation.
Wlnthrope,
up,
had
as
and
sat
sleeper,
can be kept open if necessary,
doors
From the moment he crossed the
half dazed. Then he stpred around as well as the windows, thus really
gangway the American engineer enhim, and rose to his feet. "Well, what afford ine as much fresh air as
tered upon a daily routine of drinking
in hell! Say, this is damn cheerful!" though the girls slept out of doors.
and gambling, varied only by attempts
"I fancy we are in a nasty fix. But
At a distance another group of cars
acquaintance
to strike up an
I say, my man, there is a woman pres- comprise the kitchen, dining room,
This was Winwith Miss Leslie.
ent, and your language, you know "
pantry and storehouse. The kitchen
thrope's opportunity, and his clever
is as neat and convenient as those on
Blake turned and fixed the Englishfrustration of what Lady Bayrose
dining cars. A street car is very con
man with a cold stare.
termed "that low bounder's impu
Look here, you bloomin' lud," he veniently transformed Into a dining
dence" Berved to Install him in the rsaid, "there's just one thing youre room by leaving the seats intact and
good graces of her ladyship as well as
through the
going to understand, right, here and running a long table up
In the favor of the American heiress.
tne
Sleeping the Sleep of the Just and the Drunkard.
now. I'm not your man, and we're not middle. Close at hand undernearby
Such, at least, was what Winthrope
and
Intimated to the persistent engineer turned over, and staggered to his reedy vegetation beaten flat by the going to have any of that kind of blat trees stands the Ice chest leading to
drain
with a superciliousness of tone and feet. Instantly one of the terrific storm. He himself was beaten down ter. Any fool can see we're in a a cement sink with
to keep com the stream below the camp. Behind
manner that would have stung even a wind-blastbroad back and by a terrific gust. Panting and tight hole, and we're like
s
his
ground and
Btruck
croauet
a
ara
rnro
To
to pany for a while probably long as we tho
to resentment.
British lackey
sent him spinning for yards. He trembling, he waited for the wind
tennis court.
Blake it was supremely galling. He brought up in a shallow pool, beside a lull, in hope that he might obtain a last."
Throughout
the clump of woods
could not rejoin in kind, and the hummock.
What ah may I ask, do you mean
clearer view of his surroundings. Bethat adjoins the camp hammocks are
feet, by that?"
slightest attempt at physical retort
to
his
again
dared
rise
fore
he
nwunar.
where the tired, footsore
Under the lee of the knoll lay Wlntropical
would have meant irons and confineBlake laughed harshly, and pointed
Though con- darkness swept down with
not
may rest In quietness,
ment. It was a British ship. Behind thrope and Miss Leslie.
sea to the vast shopgirl
blurred out everything. from the
and
suddenness
bruised
of this unique
draggled
and
Wlnthrope was Lady Bayrose; behind scious, both were
soon stretches) of desolate marsh. . Far in- the least of the charms flows by 1U
whisky
of the
effect
The
were
They
that
creek
exhaustion.
the
cnmn
Is
llttr ladyship, as a matter of course, and beaten to
sparkling
come passed, and Winthrope huddled be- land, across miles of brackish lagoons very doors. The clear,
wt all the despotic authority of the together because they had
mud-flatcould be seen
cap- tween his companions, drenched and and reedy
boat
the
When
together.
water Is Itself an Invitation for a
ashore
was
captain. In the circumstances, It
trees;
scrubby,
Miss
could
groups
Though
of
hear
he
exhausted.
flung
plunge and the girls are not slow to
not surprising that the American sized, Miss Leslie had been
ten or twelve miles to the southward
themselves of the privilege. The
and they had Leslie moaning, he was toohemiserable
drank heavier after each successive against the Englishman, with
could do a rocky headland Jutted out into the avail is nnt deen. only here and
inquire
whether
to
himself
des
the
matr
held fast to each other
goading.
nothing
in
was
water; otherwise there
...
anything for her.
persons
there of sufficient depth for a swim,
Meantime the ship, having touched perate clutch of drowning
Presently he became aware that the sight but sea and swamp. If it could but wading is a delight that never
ever recalled how
sea-vieit
at Port Natal, steamed on up the Neither of them shelter
a
properly
be
termed
of
not
the
center
of the hum- wind was falling. The
grows old.
ast coast, Into the Mozambique chan they gained the
cyclone had passed before the ship was at least a very wet landscape.
mock.
nel.
outBlake,
prospect,"
remarked
the
were
now
they
in
"Fine
and
struck,
in
the
Blake, sitting waist-dee- p
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On the day of the cyclone, Blake
ermost circle of the vast whirlwind. dryly. "We'll be in luck if the fever HEAD OF
had withdrawn Into his stateroom with pool, blinked at them benignly with With the consciousness of this change don't get the last of us inside a
the
a number of bottles, and throughout his pale blue eyes, and produced
d
month; and as for you two, you'd have Mrs. Ella F. Young Appointed Superin
for the better, Winthrope's
that fearful afternoon was blissfully quart flask, still a third full or wmsKy. fierves relaxed and he fell into a as much show of lasting a month as
tendentAchieves career
observed,
"ha'
Even
of the danger.
unconscious
"I shay, fren's," he
Author and Educator.
a toad with a rattlesnake, if it wasn't
heavy sleep.
you
shent
reef,
went
cos'
on
the
one on me. Won'
when the steamer
for Tom Blake that's my name Tom
by
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roused
partially
only
was
notta re' shent!"
he
Chicago. Mrs. Ella Flagg Young,
Blake and as long as this shindy
CHAPTER
shock.
"You fuddled lout!" shouted Win
you're welcome to call me Tom the new superintendent of schools of
lasts,
He .took a long pull from a quart thrope. "Come out of that pool."
But un
or Blake, whichever suits.
Worse Than Wilderness.
flask of whisky, placed the flask with
"Wassama'er pool? Pool's allii'
derstand, we're not going to have
great care . In his hip pocket, and
The Englishman squinted through
any more of your bloodyi bloomin'
Most grateful and comforting i
lurched out through the open door the driving scud at the intoxicated
Aboard ship
English condescension.
way. There he reeled headlong against man with an anxious frown. In all
a warm bath with Cuticura Soap
you had the drop on me, and could
the mate, who had rushed below with probability he felt no commiseration
and gentle anointings with Cutig
on dog till the cows came home.
pile
c
three of the crew to bring up Miss for the American; but It was no light
WAIL from Miss Leslie Here I'm Blake and you re wincura. This pure, sweet, econom
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ical treatment brings immediate
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of a dream In which he had
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Mr.Blake, I
"Believe me,
relief and refreshing sleep to skin-torturdered two of the men to fetch him up stretch of the Mozambique coast, and been swimming for life across a sea
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eciate the ah situation.
and disfigured little one
on deck.
Blake might be able to help them out of boiling oil. He sat up and gazed I fancy that, instead of wasting
over the of their predicament.
.
The sea was breaking
To leave him about him.
The cyclone time "
and rest to tired, fretted mothers.
steamer in torrents; but between in the pool was therefore not to be had been followed by a dead calm, and
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lady," Interrupted Blake, and
to
irritations and chafings, Cuticura
the side and flung over into the bot- his bottle, he would He down, and zon, was blazing upon them over the he the
stared at them half defiantly, yet
Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
tom of the one remaining boat. He that would be the end of him. As any glassy surfaces of the dying swells
with a twinkle in his eyes.
served as a cushion to break the fall attempt to move him forcibly was out with fierce heat.
worth
their weight in gold.
flushed. Wlnthrope
Miss Leslie
of Miss Leslie, who was tossed in of the question, the situation demanded
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the sailors leaped, but fell short and he met it in a way that proved he was straightened, and looked at his comuation was reversed. Both title and
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Mrs. Ella Flagg Young.
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that it is on the side of
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so dizzily. And through It all Blake and, with
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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EDITORIAL.
Do you know that there is not
vacant house or store building
In our entire town? Prosperity
13 the kevnote to the situation.
Jt has been a hard year for the
Campbell system fanner but the
Activities under the canal and
Jiigh price of wool have left us
ceure in the knowledge that
wealth in quantities is being
produced around us and its reflection iuthe town is apparent
A

The completion of the Pecos
Valley Hotel and the residence
of G. M. McKinney indicates a
tendency to return to the old
adobe form of construction.
Adobe was for ages the only
kuiding material for this southwestern country but in recent
years it has been replaced by
brick, concrete and cement blocks
Now we find the adobe coming
back into faVor and with very
Ood reason for adobe reinforced
iy concrete or pure cement
makes a cheap but durable form
of construction. It is well known
that adobe makes a building that
in summer is cool and in winter
warm and with the aid of "peb-t)l- e
dash" or cement used as
veneer, to reinforce it and in
crease its durability and artistic
effect, its revival is quite natural
There is a constantly growing
demand here for a good second
Story hall. The Woodmen of the
World shift from one hall to another and are veritably without
The Masons and the
ahorne.
Odd Fellows would undoubtedly
organize if they had a suitable
and permanent meeting place
where some degree of secrecy
could be assured.
There are
many strong Catholic organizations that should have branches
here and the Elks too, can form
club here that will be a credit
to the community and a pleasure
to themselves. This may seem
call for some public spirited citizen as a leader but it does not.
Where are our shrewd capital
ists? Here is an opportunity for
a profitable, paying investment,
the success of which is absolutely assured and the builder will at
the same time, be greatly benfit-Jn- g
the community.
The shipments of wool from

Fort Sumner this year are

prac-

tically double those of last year.
This is the natural result of the
increased growth of our town and
as the town is made more attractive to the sheep man who
wants to market his products
and purchase supplies the shipments will continue to increase.
There is another feature of the
pheep industry that will doubtless add greatly to the growth of
Fort Sumner and that is the
lamb feeding industry.
New
York and the New England
States hunger for alfalfa fed
spring lamb and the prices that
the delicacy brings are almost
unbelievable. The lamb feeders
of Colorado have grown wealthy
through feeding Wyoming and
New Mexico Iambs.
The development of such an industry here
simply awaits the increased production of alfalfa.
The telephone plant is nearing
completion, city water is being
piped throughout our streets, the
irrigation of the entire townsite
simply a'vaits the final touches on
the big pumping plant and we
are in many ways taking on metropolitan airs. Most of this is,
of course, simply a reflection of
valley's development under irri-- 1
gation and calls to mind the
pertinent fact that it is time to
seriously consider Rural Free
Delivery for this district. Rural
Free Delivery puts the farmers
and the city in closer communication, mingles them more freely
socially, heightens the ideals of
both and tends strongly to produce in one a desire for the creature comforts of life in town and
la the other a greater knowledge
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and desire for the products of the
farm. All this means an increased exchange of products,
more business for our merchants
and greater comfort for our
farmers. Is it not within the
province of the Fort Sumner
Commercial Club to investigate
the matter of Rural Free Deliv
ery .'

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office.
Roswell. New Mexico, Aug 11,
A sufficient content affidavit having been filed In
this office by Ivy Walker, contestant, against
Homestead Entry no. Iti818, mat le April 1, 1907.
lection 20, Township 2 M, Range 26 B,
for e
n m p Meridian, bv Henry G. Collins. Cont stee.
in which it ii alleged that Henry Ü. Collins ha not
complied with the law in holding aaid land and
hai changed hia residence therefrom for more
to filing
than nix months last past and next
said affidavit said parties are hereby notified to
appear, renpond, and offer evidence touching said
allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on Oct, 9. If A be
fore W. H. Parker, U. S. Comr it hi o rice n
Sunnvside. N. M. land that final hea.it.ir will b
held at 10 o'clock a. m. on Oct. 19, 19i 9, b fore; the
Register and Receiver at the United States Land
Office in Roiwell. N. M.
The said contestant having, in a proper affidavit
filed August 11, WW, set forth facts which show
that after due diligence personal service of this
notice can not he made, it is hereby ordered and
directed that such notice be given by due and
proper publication.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
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Dealers in GENERAL MERCHANDISE

::::::

RICARDO,

NEW MEXICO.

Everything To Eat and Weai
Also HAY and GRAIN

"AT THE RIGHT PRICE"

RAILROAD.

time table.
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at l:45 P. M. going
South.
Leaves Willard 6:13 P.M. going south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:00 P. M.
Going North.
'Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 6:25 P. M.
Mnkea close connections with theBelen
Cut-oat Williard; with the Southwestern at Torrance and with the
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.

"Great oaks from little acorns
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grow" and it is truly a part of
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Drug Company.
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Review.
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ever. Irrigation, solid and sure,
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Summer Culture No. 5.
railroads.
Running Races.
By H. W. Campbell.
John B. McMannus,
In our last number (July) we W. G. Tight. President
For further information, Entry Blanks, etc,
devoted considerable space to
Address the Secretary.
the question of plowing.
The
question now is that of after
cultivation, following the plowing of the summer tilled ground.
In a recent trip through Texas,
from there up into the Dakotas,
and quite an extended drive
the farmers proves to us
that we have not put too much
stress in our articles in the past
calling the attention of the farmer to certain ideal condition of
the soil, so vital, to the successful growth of the plant. We
find fields all over the country
where they seem to be trying
to carry out our ideas, but have
grasped the
apparently onl
mechanical work which we referred to. And this, without sufficient comprehension of the real
object of the work.
Our greatest criticim may be
put upon the use of the disk harrow after plowing forming a
mulch altogether too deep. Now
this may be all right if a heavy
rain follows in the future, which
would dissolve and settle the
mulch, giving the farmer anopor-tunit- y
to use the common steel
harrow, or the acme harrow in
restoring a mulch of the proper
depth. Permit us to call attention to a minute description of the
ideal physcial condtion so much
desired.
In the early work of
summer tilling, which includes
the disking in early spring and
subsequent
harrowing
after
rains, we have not only succeeded in storing quite a per cent, of
moisture below, but by holding
the moisture in the firm soil near
the surface we have the most
ideal condition for promoting nitrification
or decomposition.
Through
this process of
chemical action, much of the
important elements for promot-plagrowth are developed.
Now we have proceeded to plow
from six to seven inches deep.
Our next step is a vital one
that of getting the lower portion
of this plowed ground as fine and
firm as possible. This fine, firm
condition of the soil should obtain
to within two or two and a half
inches of the surface. This two
to two and a half inches of ground
should be loose, composed mainly
of smill lump Any boienes3 or
small lumps. Any looseness ar
small cavities existing in the
lower portion of the soil which
we so much desire should be firm,
will surely militate against the
growth and development of the
plant Right here is one of the
most important point for the farmer to understand.
Elsewhere
we nave cuscussea at quite a

length this fine firm seed bed and
its importance, but we wish to
impress upon the mind of the
reader that a slight difference in
the phyical or mechanical con
dition of this soil, in a season of
light rainfall or in seasons when
there may be an abundance of
rain, but coming usually in light
showers or drizzling rains may
make a difference of 25 or even
50 per cent in the yeild of the
crop. In other words, there may
be two strong broad points made,
which govern very largely the
magnitude of the yield as well
as the quality of the grain. 0n9
of these is that of handling the
soil during the heated part of
the season while summer tilling
so as to promote nitrification and
chemical actions which follow.
This can only be accomplished
when the soil that is firm under
mulch carries the least amount
of air and the largest per cent of
capillary water. The other point
is that ideal fine firm moist seed
and root 'bed. One that is favorable to the rapid growth and
prolific development of the roots.
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A. P. ANAYA
ATTORNEY AT LAW

THIEF LONGS TO BE HONEST.
Always Aches to Get Back Into
spectable Society from Which
He Is Barred.

Re-

The thief In the community Is very
much like the boy whose meanness or
ruffianism has caused the other little
children to band together to ostracise
him. He may move about with a sullen swagger, carry a chip on his shoulder and a vicious gleam in bis eye, but
there is always a sob In his throat.
So the thief is longing and aching to
get back In the circle out of which
he has been ruled. If any honest
man wants to meet lively gratitude let
him knowingly give the countenanca
of his company to a crook, ll will De
a favor never forgotten. Ev cry lawyer practicing at the criminal bar
knows this. One very well known
firactltloner of genial personality and
occasionally takes a
client to dinner at a good restaurant
or braves an appearance with him at
a theater. There have teen embarrassing results, due to the criminal's
gratitude.
"After one of these evenings," the
lawyer laughingly told me, "I'm kept
for days dodging and returning presents sent by the crook watches, scarf
pins, cuff links, now and then u valuable painting or a Persian rug all
belonging to somebody else."

The World Demands the Best.
Every piece of work which Is not as
good as you can make it, which you
have paimod off imperfect, meagarly
What Money Cant Buy.
thought, niggardly in execution, upon
Money
can't buy everything:
There are no admission tickets to a mankind, who is your paymaster on
sunset; you wouldn't trade the look parole, add In a sense your pupil, evIn your boy's eyes when he greets you ery hasty or slovenly or untrue perforat night, for a million dollars, of any- mance should rise up against you in
the court of your own heart and conbody's money; and If you keep a
mind you can go into it any demn you for a thief. R. h. Steventime you like as you would Into a son.
child's playground and amuse yourself
watching your thoughts play leap-froPeacd.
with each other. Lillian Pascal Day,
There will be universal peace as
in Success Magazine.
Boon as the members of the standing
armies are compelled to work as hard
for their living as other peu,ile must.
Different Resinta.
The man who learns to say no genNecessity for Iron.
erally succeeds in this world, while
The nature which la all wood and
the woman is likely to And herself
.
P'"-kstraw Is of no use; If we are to do
an old maid.
well, we must have some iron in us. -Canon Fai rar.

nt

A. A WELLS.
General

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

RETAIL

the General Trade, and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fort Sumner, - - NewMex.

Solicit

Contractor

Practices Law before the Probate,
Countv Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.

Bvy

The Cough Syrup that
Tids the system of a cold
by acting as a cathartic on the
bowels is

msw

LAXAME
U6H SYRUP
Bees is the original laxative cough syrup,
Contains 110 opiates, gently moves the
bowels, carrying the cold off through the
Guaranteed to givo
natural channels,
satisfaction or money refunded.

For sale by the Sunyside Drug Co.

C

"F.

HASTINGS.

Carpenter and Builder.
South

Side Of The Plaza,

Sunnyside,

MNEULES

N. M.

far the Kidneys

30 DAYS' TRIAL FOR SI.OO.
at the Sunnside Drug Co's.

On sale

FflanZan
Pile Remedy
RELIEVES WHEM OTHERS FAIL
For sale by the Sunnyside Drug

Co

New Hardware of all kinds at
Blankensliip & Co.

LR.

SCHOOL

Contractor and Builder.
Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all
kinds of Buildings.
N. M.
Fort Sumner,
"Cement

Peparment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M. Aug. 13. 19119.
Mol ice in hereby given that Charley Watney, of
Rioardo. N. M., who' on March 7, 1908, marie
Homestead Entry no. 13480, fur
Section
i. Tow nhhip 2 N, Range 24 E, N M P Meridian, haa
filed notice of intention to make final Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. M. Wtddington. U, S. Comr.,
at Rirarrio, N. M.. on the 18th day of Oct. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Thomas J. Jones,.
Char es E. Tunner. Henry Hansen, J. M. Gorman;
dlloi Kicaruo, N. M.
Manuel R, Otero, Register.
first aug 14 last sup 18
Serial No.

Serial 08224
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U: S. Land Office
at Roswell, N. M., Aug 9, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Cecil G. Smith, of
Banks, N. M., who on Sept. 20, 1907, made Homee
Entry
2J005. Serial no. 08224. for
stead
e
e
14 Sec. 14,
and
Sec, 23, Township 4 north. Range 26 K,
h- filed notice of Intention to
N M P Meridian,
make Final Commutation Proof, to establish claim
to the l.md above described, before D. J. Town ley,
U. S. Comr., at his office in La Lande, N. M., on
th 12th day of October, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: T-- W. Norman,
of Lu Landi, n. M., F. P. Hawkins, J. C. Smith
and T. J. IUuer, of Banks, n. m.
T. C. Tilloison, Register.
oct2
l3t aut?28-laSerial

C7703

NOflCE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Roswell, N. M., July 30, 1909
Notice is htreby given that Ira C. Smith, of
KanrfB. N. M. who, on Aug. 16, 1906, made Homestead Entry 1772, Serial No. U7703, for e
a
e
4 and
e
4
4
Sec. 23, Township 4 n., Range 26 B, N if P Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final
Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before D. J. Townley, U. S.
Comr. at his office in La Lande, N. H., on the 7th
nay of October, 1Ü09.
Claimant names as witnesses: F. P. Hawkins,
J. L. Long, T.J. Baker, W. E. Leonard; AH of
Binka, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
ast
oct 2
firBt pub Aug
Serial
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Roswell, N. M., Aug. 3, 1909.
Notice is hereby given- that David H. Williams,,
.. who, on Oct. 24, 1907, made
of Ricardo, N.
Homestead Entry No. 20903, Serial 08294, for e
Section 3tl, Township 2 n. Range 25 e, N u p
Meridian, hua filed notice of intention to make
Final Commutation proof, to establish claim to the
land abovedes, nbeu, before W. M. Weddington,
U. S. Comr., at Ricardo, N. H., on the 9th day of
October, 19tf.
Claimant names as witnesses: W. C. Williams,
J. L. Maxwell, J. N. Line, W. E. Anderson; All

S. J. SLANE,

of Ricardo,

DEALER IN

first aug

Coal, Hay and Grain.

595.5.

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Office, Roswell, N. M., July 31, 191)9.
A suftioentcontest affidavit having1 been filed in
this oflire by Thomits it. Grandson, contestant,,
aain.st HomeRtead Entry No. 14946, made March
quarter
16th, ltfuH, for (160 Aeren) north-ea.Section 25, Township 1 n. liante 25 K, by Winifred
S. Homer, con Lea tee, in which it is alleged tnat
Winifred S. Horner, has failed to establish his
reside tit e in said land, and that said tract is not
sbtt 'ft! upon.cultvated and improved by said
party as required by law, said parlies are uereby
noiitird to appear, respond, and olttr evidence
touching aaid allegation at 10 o'clock a. in., on
Sept. ü;í, 19 9, before W. M. WeddingUm, U. S.
C;mr. at IH ardo, N. M., (and that 1inal hearing
will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on Oct. 1. 1909, before) the KonsU-- and Reieivir at the United
díate Land Otlice in Rod well, N. M
'i'r-said contatant having:, in a proper affidavit
filed July 31,
set forth facta whicti rIiuw that
utter due diligence personal service of this notice
cannot be made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and proper pubT. C. Tillotson, Reirinu?r.
lication.
Harold Huuu, Receiver,
first Aug 21 last Sup 25

M

N. M.

T. C.

28

last oct 2

Tillotson, Register,

53

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Roswell, N. M.. Julv. 17. 1909.
New line of Fred Bosby California
Notice u herecy given that Philip F. Ktnnie, of
Buchanan, N. M., who. on April ti, 1908, made
Buckskin Gloves at Blankensliip
Co. Homestead
Entry no. 14739, Serial no. 014663. for
Sec. 11 and
Sec. 2
e
S4, Sec. 10, Township 1 r, Range 20 B.
n
N H P Meridian,
hes fiied notice of intention to
Proof,
to the land above
make Final Commutation
described, before W. H. Parker, U. S. Comr., at
his office in Sunnyside, N. M. on the 7th dar of
Uctcber. 19l.
Claimant names as witnesses; John M. Ponder
Hale P. Newpoit, Claude Beckett, Nicholas W.
Out-do- or
Murchinson; All of Buchanan, N. u.
T. C. TUlotson, Register.
oct 2
Jim Womack.
find aig ast

Fort Sumner Gallery
Photo Copying,

and

Builder

Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up

Turn-Ke- y

Jobs A SPECIALTY

Work a Specialty.

The first application of ManZan, the
creat Pile remedv. will almost instantly
Continued use of ManZan
?;ive relief.
few days will effect a cure. The
tuoe in which it is put up has a small
nozzle attached, so that there is no in
convenience whatever. ManZan is for
the cure of anv kind of Piles. It is sold
here by the Sunnyside Drug Co.

Post Card views of Fort
at Blankenship & Co's

2,000 now

Sumner
i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
Roawell,
N. M July 11. 1909.
at
Notice is hereby given that Sarah C. Smith, of
Banks. M. M.. who. on Julv 11. 19il8. made Homa- Miad Kntry no. uV70,ifor w
and w
Section 23, Township 4 n. Raage 26 E. n in.
sw
p Mercian, hut filed notice of intention to make
i mal Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before D. J. Town lev.
U. S. Comr., at his office in La Laude, M. M
7th day of October, 19u9.
T. J. Baker.
l la man t names an witnesses:
J. L. Long, Ira C. Smith, William Leonard;.
All
ol Banks, n. M,
T. C. TillobstiD, Rea;iaUr.
first aug
Oct

